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ABSTRACT

In 2008, a large-scale outdoor sculpture created by world-renowned artist, Dennis

Oppenheim, was installed on a proposed site for a billion dollar mixed-use real estate

redevelopment project in Calgary€s historic Ramsay neighbourhood. Oppenheim€s sculpture,

Device to Root out Evilis one of many public artworksrecentlyinstalled inEast Calgary and

serves asa prime exampleof how public art isbeing integratedinto urbandevelopmentand

privatereal estateprojects.This research projectexplores how cultural artifacts, such as public

art,are being used asplacemakingtools. This localized case study connects artistic practice to

economic emplacement and displacement, cultural consumption and production, and urban

change.It is amixed-methods ethnographythatmoves beyond visual analysis of public art to

incorporate sensory experiences of being in a place, therebyrevealing how attending to the

senses can contribute totheplacemakingprocess.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Our First Encounter

I had been living in Calgary for just over a year by the time that I heardthat there was an

upside-down churchin the city. A friend mentioned the sculpture in passing during a

conversation about my imminent move to Ramsay, a historic neighbourhood nestled on the

eastern edge of downtown. No, it couldn€t possibly be the same one, I wondered ‚ or could it?

Having justrelocatedfrom Vancouver, the controversy surrounding the infamous upside-down

church was still very fresh in my mind. The sculpture had provoked quite a bit of debate during

the two and a half years that it had been publicly installed in Coal Harbour, a posh redeveloped

area in Vancouver€s core. An online search confirmed my hunch; it was, in fact, the very same

public artwork,Device to RootOut Evil,by world-renowned artist Dennis Oppenheim. How odd,

I thought, that both the sculpture and I would serendipitously both end up in the same Calgary

neighbourhood.

I first saw the sculpture in its Ramsay-location on an exploratory walk just a few weeks

before I moved into the neighbourhood. It was a crisp winter afternoon and I had decided to set

out on foot to explore the area that I would soon to call home. The snow had melted, but the

ground was still frozen and I couldhearthe crunch of the grass under my boots as I approached

the sculpture. I remember thinking how confined the piece looked in its new setting compared to

the expansive backdrop it had in Vancouver. It wastucked in between a few non-descript

industrial buildings and what looked to beastorage lot packed full of Stampede supplies. As I

walked around the sculpture to get a different perspective, I noticed a row of townhouses across
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the street that seemed out of place. They were obviously of recent construction and their façade

didn€t match the patina and character of theolderneighbourhood. It was as if a strong wind had

swept upboththe townhouses and the church from another locale and randomly dropped them in

Ramsay, the church left balancing precariously on its steeple. I snapped a quick photo to

commemorate my first encounter with the piece in its new landscape. As I continued my

circumambulationof the sculpture, I noticed a bright, red sign fora coffee shopout of the corner

of my eye. My fingers frozen from grasping my camera, I retreated to the warmth and bustle of

the shop around the corner and ordered alatte.

Figure1: First Calgary Encounter with Device to Root Out Evil.
Photo courtesy the author, 2013.
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Research Objectives

Device to Rootout Evil is just one of manyartworks recently installed in East Calgary and

serves as a prime exampleof how public art is being incorporated into urban development and

infrastructure projects in this part of the city. Just down the hill from Ramsay, the Calgary

Municipal Land Corporation (CMLC), the entity designated to manage the renewal and

redevelopment of the derelict east end of downtown, now referred to as the East Village, is also

actively integrating public art into its redevelopment plans. The CMLC€s mission is clear; they

believe that placemaking through public art ƒ‚ brings new energy to old neighbourhoods,

creates credibility and confidence, and inspires communities to build, grow, and believe„ and, as

such they are devoted to making ƒ‚ a tangible difference in the way a rich and growing city

looks, feels and thinks about itself...„ (Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014).

In recent years, public art has played an increasingly important role in the social and

economic transformation of urban spaces. Smith (1996) and Miles (1997) suggest that it is

critical for researchers to continue to look at urban change by exploring the links between

gentrification and art.This project explores how public art is being used by privatecorporations

as a communication tool with the intention to brandand marketurban spaces and frame public

perceptions of a place. Thefollowing CaseStudy includes an examination ofpublic artworks

recently installedin two newprivatedevelopmentprojects inEast Calgary. Investigating a

selection of public artworkswithin a specific geographical regionprovides theopportunity to

explore alocalizedcase study, while reflecting uponbroad-based issuesthat connectpublic art to

economic emplacement and displacement, cultural consumption and production, and the social
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transformation that occurs withincity spaces as a result ofurban development and regeneration

projects.

It is estimated that over 81 percent of Canada€s population currently reside in urban centres

(Government of Canada, 2014) and the mounting pressure of inner city densification and urban

transformationarecreating new types of social, economic and cultural challenges for Canadian

communities.Calgary is growingfaster than any other Canadian city with a populationincrease

of approximately 27 percent each year and migration forecasted to continue to intensify through

to 2021 (Calgary Economic Development, 2014).By contributing to the burgeoning fields of

public art and gentrification research, thiscasestudy aims to engage in a discussion about the

impacts that rapid urban renewal and densification have on communities and look at how the arts

are being used totry to mitigate some ofthose impacts.

While most of the public artworksbeing installed in our cities are widely celebrated, much

of the literature on public art neglects to connect the social, cultural and economic changes and

the spatial politics that emerge within the areas in which site-specific worksof public art are

installed (Kwon, 2002a). Mathews (2010)suggests that the role of public art research is to place

pressure ƒ‚ on ensuring that the incorporation of art in the urban provides an opportunity for

local (and contested) meaning production andexpression...„ (p.673).Thedesired outcome of this

researchproject is to critically explore howplaces areboth physically and socially constructed

through the introduction ofpublic art and to investigate howprivate corporations are using these

cultural placemaking artifactsas communication tools toattempt toestablish a •sense of place€

and brandurban spaces.
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Research Design

What began as a hunch and brief encounter behind an industrial complex in Ramsay, led to

a year-long ethnographic investigation into public artand placemaking. It led to hours spent

walking through the streets of East Calgary exploring the compositional make-up of the

neighbourhoods and surveying the sensory landscape of the area in an attempt to piece together

the various narratives and politics thatinform those urban spaces. I conducted interviews with

stakeholders, took countless photographs and scoured museum and municipal archives. I also

engaged in casual conversations about public art when I met people on the street and at

community meetings and informational sessions. I buried myself under mountains of literature,

but a majority of my research was conducted in situ. As a new resident living in the long-

established Ramsay community, I was afforded a unique anthropological perspectivethat

enabled me to conduct ethnographic researchwhich explores multiple ways of knowing and

engage in multisensory experiencesand isintrinsically tied to ƒboth the phenomenology of place

and the politics of space„ (Pink, 2009, p.23). This ongoingpresence in thefield provided me

with the opportunity to gain a unique sense of the placewhile integrating my research into my

everyday life.

As my research into gentrification progressed, I became acutely aware of my role as an

agent of gentrification. Asacultural worker and student renting a converted Victorian house in

an area going through a period of revitalization, I saw my reflection in every gentrification study

thatI read. This realization undoubtedly shaped my understanding of the topic and made it

imperative for me toincorporate reflexivity and personal narrative into my interpretation of the

subject areas and issues. Adhering to a postmodernist epistemological perspective, I used
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multiple methods to conduct my research that embraces the notion that ƒthere are multiple

standards for understandings the world ‚ and therefore diversity and contradictions should be

incorporated within research accounts„ (Spicer, 2012, p.485). The following study does not

presume to be a pursuit of a singular objective reality or quantifiable truth; rather I have framed

my inquiry as an interpretive investigation that is both reflexive and open-ended in its approach

to understanding therole that public art plays in theconstruction ofsocial and cultural

community identityandthecurrent situationwithin East Calgary.

This research paper is divided intofive chapters. ChapterTwo, considers the key literature

associated withpublic art, creative city discourse andgentrification. While the theoretical ideas

and literature reviewed are verymuch rooted in communication and cultural studies, my research

path also intersectedwith other disciplines, including cultural geography, visual arts, art history

and urban studies. I have included a discussion around the public and private commissioningof

public art and how the arts are being used as a strategy to marketreal estateand brand places. I

explore some of thearguments associated with the creative citydiscourse, which suggests that

art, commerce and innovation leadto economic development and financial success.I also look at

issues around site-specificity and some of theconcerns that arise when art isinstalled in public

space.To this end, I reviewsome of thewritings associated with gentrification theory and the

role that artists play in the gentrification processand explore how these processes are playing out

in contemporary Calgary.

Chapter Threedetails mymethodologicalapproachand data collection process. To create

my mixed methods ethnography, I conducted semi-structured interviews and referenced

communication and marketing materials,city plans, archival and policy documents andnews
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accounts.The thirdchapterreveals how I endeavouredto incorporate the visual, sensory and

material experiences that I encountered while moving in, around and through the terrain of my

study. The media accounts, communication materials and policy documents informedmy

expeditions on foot, structure my interview questions andframe my interpretation of how public

art in East Calgaryis connected to the complex and chaotic urban gentrification process. I have

wovenin the theoretical underpinningsthat are the foundation of my methodological process. I

stringtogether literatureassociated withthe spatial turnandethnographyto exploresome of the

ways that our relationships to •space€ and •place€shape our social interactions and produce

cultural meanings.I concludethe chapterwith adescription of some of theopportunities and

challenges Ifacedtaking this kind of ethnographic approach andintroduce the approach that I

took in theCase Study.

Chapter Four, the Case Study,is divided into three sections thatrevealthe story of my

experiences in East Calgary.In the first section,Sensing the Landscape, I introduce the sensory

landscapes of East Calgaryandinvestigatehow these landscapes continueto be shapedby

historical, social,physical and economicpressures.Thefollowing two sections,A WalkAround

Device to Root Out EvilandA Walk Through East Villageare structured as walks aroundpublic

artworkssituated intwo East Calgaryneighbourhoods, Ramsay and East Village. On both walks,

I take the reader through a series of experiences andinvestigatea selection ofprivately

commissioned public artworks recently sited in these communities. Iexplore some of the factors

thatcontributed to the commissioning and installation of these works anddiscusshow I connect

these artworksto thecurrentsocial and economic climate of these two inner-city

neighbourhoods.
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In ChapterFive, I offer up my conclusionsand revealhow this study exploreshow these

public artworks function as communication tools thatserveprivate interests.I review howtrends

in gentrification, real estate development and the creative city discourseare impactingpublic art,

as a discipline, andhow these trends are reflectedin East Calgary. I alsosuggest further research

that could be conducted on this subject.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Public art isa relatively new field of studythatemergedout ofsite-specific land and

environmental art practices of the 1960€s (Decker, 2011).Today, public art has become

ubiquitous in the contemporary urban landscape and its many manifestations can be found in

countless plazas and streets in city centres around the world.Over the years,public policiesand

funding infrastructure havedeveloped aroundpublic artpracticesto supportthecreation,

management and procurement of art in public spaces.At the same time,corporationsare

recognizingthe impacts that the integration of public arthaveon theircapitalprojects and, as

such, areactivelycommissioningprivateworks of art outside of the publicfundingmodel. This

practice is increasingly prevalent with real estateand landdevelopers, who are using public art as

a marketing and business strategyto attract visitors, brand spaces andto produce new meanings

for their projectsin the community.

This chapterreviews some of the literature associated withpublic art practices andreveals

some of the current trends that are emerging withinfundingstructures, commissioning practices

and publicpolicy. I investigate the reasons behind the support for and criticisms ofthe creative

city discourse, which advocates that the unified development of arts, commerce and innovation

aid in the revitalization and renewal of urban regions thatcanstrengthen economic development.

In this chapter, I also introducethe notion of the •public€in public artandrevealsome of the

emerginginternational and localtrendsin public artcommissioning practices. I exploresome of

the complexities around thegentrification process and trace the history ofgentrificationresearch
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and identifysome of the key debates and paradigm shifts that have occurredin this area of study.

I look at how the arts are implicated in the gentrificationprocess and explore how public art is

being integrated into real estate development and urban regeneration projects andhow artists

have become actors in the gentrification processes.I also consider the role that artists and the

culture industry play in advancing the gentrification processes andhow public art helps to

construct the contemporary urban landscape. Finally, I introducethe local economic and social

climate incontemporary Calgaryand review current trends in public art policy and funding

structures, which informthefoundationof this case study ofpublic artin East Calgary.

Public Art and the Creative City

From cave paintings to the commemorative monuments of antiquity, the presence of public

art hasalwaysbeen part of the cultural landscape, yet it has only recentlymaterialized as a

formal academic discipline (Decker, 2011).Public art is increasingly being used as a strategy by

developers and governments tobuild brand identity and publicly declare a city€s values and

priorities.Thepopularity of theintegration ofpublic art intourban renewal projectsand the

proliferation of flagship •starchitect€ designed museums, galleries and concert halls reveal the

explicit connections that the arts have with public policy, economic development and

commercial enterprise.

While erectingpublic monuments and sculptureshas been a practice for centuries, the term

public art originated intheUnited Statesin 1967 when the National Endowment for the Arts

establisheda fund specific to the commissioning of art in public places(Miles, 2008).
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Considering that public art is amoderately new discipline, itsdefinition is still very much fluid

and evolving.Public art€s hazy historical precedence and lack of formalized definition is one of

the largest obstacle€s facing the practice, which is part of the reason that the discipline has been

struggling for critical recognition within the artistic establishment(Cartiere, 2008).Today, there

are only a feweducationalinstitutionsthatteachpublic artpracticesandthesubjectis often

relegated to the marginsof fine artpractices, lostsomewhere in between public institutions and

the commercial art market(Cartiere & Willis, 2008).

In thebroadest sense, public artcan be defined as art that is situated outside of the gallery

walls in public space.It has many subcategories and is often called many things, such as urban

interventions, site-specific works, spatial practice, installation, land art,monuments,outdoor

sculpture, earthworks,plop artandsocially-engaged art practice.Public artmay take many

forms, but is most commonly identified as the ubiquitous monuments and massivepermanent

sculptural forms that dot city sidewalks and downtown courtyards.Cartiere (2008)suggests that

in order for an artwork to be defined as public art, it shouldfall underat leastone of the

following four categories:

1. Situated in publicly accessible or visible place;

2. Madein the interest of the publicor impact the community or individuals;

3. Used by or maintained by the public; and/or

4. Funded by the public.

Public artadvocates suggest that the integration of art into the built environment

humanizesthe city by infusingmeaning into the urban landscape, thereby turning •spaces€ into

•places€(Hubbard et al, 2003). However, Cartiere & Willis (2008) point out that very little
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research has been conducted about how public art actuallyaccomplishesthis. Public art canoften

bea catalyst for immense deliberation or controversy, especiallywhen it is publicly funded. Its

presence in the urban landscape canhelp toreveal power differences within a spaceand time in

history. Whether public art is unity-forming or divisive, it ultimately extends the experience of

art into everyday life.

Emerging out of land and environmental art movements, trends in public art practices have

shifted significantly over the past forty years. In her seminal book,One Place After Another:

Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity, Kwon (2002a) suggests that the practice has undergone

three distinct paradigm shifts.Sheidentifies thefirst shift asƒart-in-public places„ which

reflected thelarge-scale modernist sculpturesthatgained popularity in the 1960€s and1970€s.

Also referred to as•plop€or •plunk€art, these worksoften donot have a direct relationship to the

location in whichthey areinstalled nor dotheyhave any distinguishing public qualities, other

thantheir size and situationoutdoors. While ƒart-in-public places„ arewidely celebrated, they

are alsoregularly criticized for being purely decorative. This genre of public art is still widely

practiced and new worksthat fall under this category continueto becommissioned and installed

in urban spaces around the world. The followingCase Study includes an investigation of Dennis

Oppenheim€s sculpture,Device to Root out Evil, which I argue would fall under thisparticular

categoryof public art.

Kwon (2002a) suggests that there was a distinct shift in the 1980€s towardsa different kind

of public artpracticethatsherefers to asƒart-as-public place.„These works representa

deliberate attempt toposition art as the defining focal point of public places by integratingart

into the functional design of architectural structures, landscaping features and infrastructure
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projects. This practicecontinues to be quite popularand can be found everywhere from the

ornamentation ofstreet furniture, such as park benches, lighting schemesand manhole covers, to

the integration of visual elementsonto bus shelters, highway overpasses and utility boxes.Works

that fall under this category areoften designed in tandem with developers, landscape designers

and architectsandsometimesdo not evenincludeprofessionalartists intheir creation. This study

investigates a permanent mosaic mural installed on aretaining barrierwall in East Village,

entitledTHESAMEWAYBETTER/READER, createdby Ron Moppet, which Iarguecould be

categorized under the banner ofƒart-as-public place.„

Kwon (2002a)identifies a third shift in public artthat she refers to asƒart-in-the-public

interest,„ which are temporary artworksthatstrive to address socialconcernsand political issues.

Otherwiseknownas new genrepublic art (Lacy,1994), thistypeof public art may take the form

of community-based projects, temporary installations and urban interventions. They caninvolve

actions created in collaboration with marginalized social groupsor seek public involvement in

the thematic and content development of the work. Anotherartwork that thisCaseStudy focuses

on is a series ofmixed-media works, situated in East Village,created by a collective of emerging

artists. This temporarypiece, entitledField Manual: A compendium of local influence, was

greatly informed throughconsultation and research with the local community, therefore I argue

that this piece can be deemed as an example ofƒart-in-the-public interest.„

ƒAs cities have become ever more equivalent and urbanidentities increasingly •thin€ ‚ it

has become necessary to employ advertising and marketing agencies to manufacture such

distinctions„ (Kevin Robins as cited in Kwon,2002b). Competition between cities for

international attention and economic investment has resulted in an increased need to market the
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image of a place (Kearns& Philo, 1993). Contemporary developers, private investors, property

developersand governments understand that the aestheticization of space can spur investment,

raise property valuesand promote urban regeneration projects to the global marketplace

(Mathews, 2010). As such,policy makers, governmental bodiesand urban planners are paying

increased attentionabouthow to address the predicament of trying to create and sustain a •sense

of place€(Fleming, 2007).Art has become a key component of placemaking which calls fora

creative re-thinking of our connection toa place and aims to produce conditions in which art and

culture are fused.This idea isoftenpremised on the frontier myththat views the artist as a

solitary voice of originality and that physical spaces are empty reservoirs waiting to be filled

with meaning(Mathews, 2010).

Cameron and Coaffee (2005) suggest that the flow of capital investment from

gentrification results inthe introduction of public policies that promote the consumption of art.

CitiesacrossNorth Americahave established programs toprovide sustainable funding strategies

for public art, such as the popularPercent forPublic Art funding model, which mandates thatone

percent of all new capital projects and building construction budgets go towards the

commissioning,creationandinstallation of new works of public art(Decker, 2011). The Percent

for Public Artmodel reflects the notion that thearts aredirectly connected to urban revitalization

and that cultural development can be both economically and socially beneficial (Creative City

Network of Canada, 2005).Canadian cities are developing public art policies that outline the

city€s plan to effectively develop, commission and manage public art processes. While cities are

leading the charge in public art, all levels of government are getting involved in finding new

ways to support the integration of arts into everyday life. Madden (2010) suggests that as the
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capital powerin urban economies become aforce in global networks, they often adopt policies

that highlight public spaces in order ƒ‚ to symbolizethe pacified city€s receptiveness to local

and global capital; to capitalize on various sectors of the tourism industry; to contain or displace

political conflicts stemming from revanchistpolicies themselves„ (p.190).

Governmentsunderstand that theculture industryimpacts economic growth and acts as a

catalyst forturning an ordinary city into a vibrantcreativecity. As such,cities are rebranding

themselves through economic development and urban renewal projects that celebrate the arts.

Many municipal governments, policy makers,arts organizations,business improvement

associations and economic developmententities are working alongside developers and urban

plannersto help raise the profile of the arts, knowing that arts can serve as an economic driver

that promotes investment, attractstourism dollars, creates jobsanddraws attention tourban

renewal projects.Fashionable inplanning and development circles,Landry€s(2008) notionof

thecreativecity aims to promote the integration of creative thinking practices to address social

issues. Itpromotes urban planning practices thatstriveto facilitate andsupport creativity by

making investments in both soft and hard cultural infrastructure.

Landry(2008)suggests that creativity can be understood as ƒapplied imagination„ and is

now a vital form of currency in the contemporary urban landscape. According tothe creative city

script, it is not necessarily artists who are the sole source of creativity; rather creativity stems

from anyone who addresses issues of concern in an inventive and innovative way. He does,

however note that ƒcreativity is legitimized inarts, and artistic creativity has special qualities that

chime well with the needs of the ideas-driven knowledge economy„ (Landry, 2008, p. xxi). The

rise in popularity of public art and trends in public art policy and practiceareimpacted by the
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creative city discourse. As cities compete to promote their tangible and intangible assets in the

global marketplace,citiesneed to create icons that demonstrate their creativity. Bydrawing

attention to the cityiconically, they create rich symbolic associations that represent their brand

that will generate social, economic and financial impacts over time (Landry, 2008).

Like Landry, Florida (2012) also makes the claim that creativity is a key factor in building

a city€s economic success.  In hisbest-selling book,Rise of the Creative Class, Floridaargues

thatwell definedinterconnections between arts, commerce and innovation can aid in the

revitalization and renewal of urban regions thatattract skilled workers and strengthen economic

development.His idea of thecreative class is not limited to artists and includes those in ƒ‚

science and engineering, architecture and design, education, arts, music, and entertainment

whose function is to create new ideas, new technology, and new creative content„ (2012, p.8).

According to Florida,members of thisnewclass operate much like the bohemians and scientists

of the past, moving from city to city in search of communities that nurture their creativity,

support their intellectual freedom and foster their unique interests. Inturn, the rise in human

capital thatis created by high densities of skilled workers can improve productivity levels, create

opportunities for entrepreneurial ventures, increase efficiencies and draw venture capital

investment (Creative City Network of Canada, 2005).

Florida(2012) pays homage to thework of journalist and activist, Jane Jacobswho argues

against thetop-down modernist approach to city planning,like those touted by Le Corbusierand

Robert Moses.Jacobs€influential book,The Deathand Lifeof Great American Cities(1961)

puts forward numerous suggestions on how to create well-functioning urban communities that

celebrate and welcome social, cultural and economic diversity. She suggests that cities are
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structures that are comprised ofwebs of organized complexity, therefore cities must adopt a

holistic approach to urban planning that embraces a diversity of problems rather than seeking to

eliminate them. Unlike gentrification researchers and social advocates who highlight the effects

of displacement as a resultof gentrification, proponents of the creative city discourse, like

Florida (2012), do not directly address issues of displacement. Within the creative city discourse,

the creative classprimarily references moderate to high-income earnerswho mayleverage

creative practices in their work, butmay not necessarily identify themselves as artists.Miles

(1997) is critical of how public art is integrated into development projectsin orderto attempt to

alleviate some of the social divisiveness that may arise as the result of gentrification processes.

He joinsZukin (1995) and Deutsche (1997), in launching an attack against the use of art for

development purposes.Similarly, Mathews (2010) is alsocautious of art being used to further

real estate development, arguing that ƒ‚ if the arts are to remain a part of the urban fabric, it is

necessary to value their role beyond economic fodder„ (p.672).

The Question of the€Public•in Public Art

Art inevitably introduces a myriad of political and social complexities when itis moved

from the specialized realm of private galleries and cultural institutions and into the publicsphere.

Considering that public artfunctionsin publicspace, a variety ofsocial and politicalissues must

be taken into account and addressed in order fora work of art tobe accepted and utilized by the

public.Much of the discussion of the notion of public space in relation to art is rooted in

Habermas€notion of the public sphere(Decker, 2011). Habermas(1974 [1964]) acknowledges
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the notion that there are multiple publics who all enact different experiences and social practices.

However, Habermas€definition of the public sphere is somewhat limited in that it presupposes

that everyone has the same opportunities to freely participate in decision-making process and

open debate, whichis not always the case.

Hein (1996) proposes that public artis only public by ƒlinguistic courtesy„.Issues often

arise because the general public is excluded from decisions around the siting of works of public

art and the majority of urban spaces that display public art are, in fact, highly controlled

privately-owned spaces. Yet, the problematization of the notion of the •public€ in public art

extends beyond privatecommissions and into the civic sphere. Often decisions around publicly-

funded civic art projects are made without any community engagement or participation from the

community beyond a board or jury of citizens who are pre-selected by city officials to select the

work. So, if it is not the space or the processes behind a work of art that makes it public, what

does? Lippard (1997) suggests that public spaces are made public by the people who actively use

a space and how it is utilized. It has also been arguedthat public art, especially works that evoke

controversy and debate, enliven the public by spurring civic debate (Hubbard et al, 2003) and

that it is the public debate that becomes the work of art ratherthan the public experience of a

space (Michael North, as cited in Hein, 1996).

Smith (2002) suggests that gentrification has now morphed to become an international

strategy that is used byeconomic development agencies and governments competing for skilled

workers.Cities are competing for talent and attention and, as such are making substantial

investments in building flagship cultural centres and museums by internationally-renowned

architects and integrating public art and cultural amenities into the urban landscape.Levin and
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Solga (2009) question the politics underlying the creative city discourse, suggesting that it ƒ‚

embraces diversity only to obscure the inequalities, ambivalences, and outright hostilities true

difference brings„ (p.42).They suggest that the creative city discourse disregards the fact people

can never occupy public spaces in neutral ways.Their case studyof urban regenerationlooks

critically at how developer-driven projectsoftenco-opt the experiencesof marginalizedgroups

in order to produce a city based on Florida€s (2012) vision of a trendy, hip and creative city.

Highly critical of Florida€s position, Levin and Solga suggest that the creative city scriptfurther

marginalizesthepublic that they aim to ƒcelebrate.„ Makeham (2005) suggests thaturban

planningwithin thecreative cityscriptoperates like a choreographed spectacle thatendorses an

unrealistic façade, rather than reality.

Gentrification and the Arts

The definition of •gentrification€ has been evolvingeversince the term was first coined by

sociologist,Ruth Glass, who wrote about the social and economic shifts taking place in London€s

working-class neighbourhoods during the 1960€s. InLondon Changes, Glass (1964) warns about

the impacts of the gentry€s investment into lower-income districts, suggesting that the investment

into residential property inevitably results in shifts in the demographics thatleads totheeventual

displacement of lower-income residents.Earlydefinitions of gentrification wereprimarily

focusedon inner city residential rehabilitation, but today, definitions of the term continueto

widento include a multitude of processes andvariouskinds of urban renewal andbrownfield

development projects.
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Setting out to define gentrification becomes a complex task, as the term is often politically

and ideologically charged depending onits origin (Lees et al, 2010). Those who have a vested

capital interest in the increased economic activity that arises from gentrificationwill undoubtedly

have a different comprehension of the process than thosewho are displaced as a result ofthe

process. The field of gentrificationresearchhas been the site for theoretical and ideological

debatefor yearsand the termgentrification has become a contested andƒdirty word„ in some

circles(Smith, 1996). As such, we are currently witnessing a growing trend to replace the term

with less controversialdescriptors, such asrenewal, revitalization, regeneration and renaissance.

The replacement of this term aims to redirect attention away from the issues of class relations

and displacement which have become synonymous with gentrification (Mathews, 2010).

Beauregard (2010 [1986]) calls for a wider and more all-encompassing definition of

gentrification, warning that we must try to avoid a simple definition of a complex and chaotic

phenomenon. He argues that there can be no single definition or theory of gentrification, only

ƒtheoretical interpretations„ that exist as part of the overall social formation. Smith and Williams

(2010 [1986]) suggest thatthe visible reshaping of the urban landscape that takes place through

gentrification are the result of political and social forces present in late capitalist societies which

are often hidden out of sight and proposethat ƒ‚ rather than risk constraining our understanding

of this developing process by imposing definitional order, we should strive to consider the broad

range of processes that contribute to this restructuring, and to understand the links between

seemingly separate processes„ (p.10).In orderto reveal the hidden forces at play, the definition

of gentrificationshould extendbeyond discussions of real estate toencompassa host of
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economicand physical changes, as well as the social and cultural processes taking place within a

specific locale.

Until the 1980€s, gentrificationresearchin North America was predominantly concerned

with thetransformationof existing residential neighbourhoods.But asdevelopers began to

understand that profit could be made by sellingproducts based on place, thegentrification

process began to open up to include other types of buildings and built forms, such as post-

industrial warehouseconversionsandthe reclamation ofbrownfield developments (Zukin,

1982).Prior to World War II in North America, major industryand manufacturing sectors were

located within urban centres and homeswere built nearby to houseskilled workers and

labourers. Now that manufacturing has all but disappeared from post-industrial city centres and

the blue collar labour market has been replaced by white collar workers, there has been a marked

shift away from the sphere of production to a concentration on consumption activities. Ley

(1978) suggests that today, ƒ‚ the values of consumption rather than production guide central

city land use decisions„ (p.11) and the movement of wealthy urbanites into new neighbourhoods

results in an increased demand for restaurants, entertainment venues and luxury stores, which

thereby change the social and economic fabric of a neighbourhood.

Smith (1979) regards gentrificationas ƒa back to the city movement,„ referring to the

movement not only of people but of capital and economic investment in the built environment.

Theflow of capital generally results in shifts in the demographic make-up of a neighbourhood

the direct or indirect displacement of the poorer and pre-gentrified residents who can no longer

afford increased rents or the raised property taxes. Often industrial buildings are transformed into

living spaces and shops that cater to a more affluent consumer base, thereby further decreasing
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accessibility to the poor and pre-gentrified population. Gentrification generally results in a rise in

property values, increased rents and higher tax yields, making it difficult for low-wage earners to

continue to afford to live in the area.Evans (2003) suggests that a location alone does not have

the ability to attract interest and, as such, cities must generate new symbolic associations and

construct their brands for international appeal. In today€s global economy,cities are actively

competing for economic and social influence on the international market and they, therefore,

have a vested interest in managing their image to attract tourists, new residents and industry.

Urban areas that havea high density of artists provide vital networks for experimentation

and creative social interaction and their presence in a neighbourhood is often seen as a vital

component in urban revitalization and regeneration initiatives (Ley, 1996; Mathews, 2010;

Miles, 1997; Smith, 1996;Zukin, 1982). The reasons that artists tend to settle in inner-city

neighbourhoods are varied; they could be attracted to the social diversity of working-class

communities or the proximity to galleries and a customer base. Artists are also drawn to the

availability of affordable rental properties and the allure of older buildings and post-industrial

spaces in historic areas of the city.Artists are oftenconsidered to befirst stage gentrifiers,

establishing a presence ininner-city working classneighbourhoods and post-industrialareas long

before it becomes desirableto investorsand middle-class residents(Ley, 1996). Ley (2003)

positions ƒthe roles of artists as agents, andaestheticisationas a process‚„ (p.2527) in

gentrification and argues that the relationship between artists and gentrification, while not

necessarily inevitable, is common. Middle class, left-leaning professionals may share the artist€s

propensity for authentic city spaces and opt for the consumption-oriented lifestyle offered in pre-

gentrified areas of the city (Zukin, 1982). Ley (2003) suggests thatmanyprofessional urbanites,
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similar to artists, ƒ‚ are indifferent to the charms of suburban life and have stretched an

alternate topography of meaning across the space of the metropolis„(p.2540).

Zukin & Braslow (2011) suggest the ƒunanticipated consequences of unplanned or

naturally occurring areas where artists workandlive are higher housing prices,moreintensive

capital investment, and eventual displacement and gentrification„(p.131). The flow of capital

often follows artists, eventually displacing both the artists and the original residents of a

neighbourhood. Both Zukin (1982) and Mills (2010 [1988]) draw connections between the

manufacturing of meaning through the commodification of culture and gentrification processes.

Displacement as a process takes many forms and can be experienced both directly and indirectly

(Davidson & Lees, 2010).Displacementis not necessarily only tiedto theexactmoment of

relocation from a particular place andcan be understood as part of a psychological and emotional

loss of a•sense of place€.

Gentrification research constructs artistsin many different ways. They areportrayedas

ƒvictims and aggressors; as vital in the (re)construction of place identity; and as useful

intermediary tenants in catalyzing change in underused or vacant spaces in the urban fabric„

(Mathews, 2010, p.672).Where the arts are used to draw investment, artists are used as ƒbridge

gentrifiers„ to help naturalize change (Zukin, 1995) and to refocus the attention away from social

issues that may arise from gentrification.Artists are often romanticized for their readiness to live

in marginal areas of the city, yet they can also be politicized for contributing to the eventual

displacement of lower income groups (Mathews, 2010).Smith (1996) notes that ƒthe social

meaning of gentrification is increasingly constructed through the vocabulary of the frontier

myth...„ (p.11) and, as such, rhetoric likeurbanpioneers, homesteadersand settlersis regularly
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appropriatedby gentrificationdiscourse. Artists are often referred to asurban pioneers and real

estate is the ƒ‚ wilderness to be recaptured andtamed„ (Beauregard,1986, p.12). Artists

become actors in the frontier myth; theirculturalactivities cultivate thephysical and symbolic

landscapein which they live.

The Bilbao and Millennium Park Effect

Bilbao, a small port city located in the northeast corner of Spain, was once a deteriorating

industrial centre, wrought withsocial instability, economic depression and staggeringly high

unemployment rates (Plaza, 2007). In an attempt to remedy some of the issues facing Bilbao, the

city instituted a redevelopment plan that included strategic investments designed to improve

public transportation, reduce pollution, increase economic diversification and promote cultural

activities. Arguably one of the most impactful developments was the construction of the iconic

Guggenheim Museum Bilbao(GMB), designed by world-renownedCanadian-American

architect, Frank Gehry. Upon completion of the GMB in 1997, the small city was immediately

catapulted into the international spotlight, prompting the New York Times to announce that

Bilbao had become a pilgrimage site for arts and culture enthusiasts (Muschamp, 1997).

Hotel rooms and restaurants began to fill up and tourism to Bilbao skyrocketed, giving a

much-needed boost to the local economy. The museum was able to recoup construction costs

within the first three years of operation from visitor spending and despite its modest permanent

collection, the museum now welcomes over 1 million visitors each year, with 50 percent of

visitors travelling to Bilbao from abroad (Micklethwait, 2013).The economic impact that the
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iconic museum construction had onthe branding of the city as cultural hub did not go unnoticed.

Now referred to as The Bilbao Effect, contemporary cities are looking to Bilbao as a prime

example of how cities can turn around waning economies and boost a city€s public profile. As

such, cities around the world are building iconic structures in the hopes that they can plug into

the same successes.

In 1997, the same year thatGMB opened, the mayor of Chicago looked down from an

office tower upon an unsightly parking garage and railroad crossing that cut through the heart of

the city and contemplated what that space would look like transformed into a park. One year

later, Mayor Daley had joined forces with John Bryan, the former CEO of Sara Lee Corporation,

to officially launch a plan for the Lakefront Millennium Project. The ambitious plan would

transform24.5 acres of non-descript urban landinto a bustling public park, complete with

performance spaces, world-class public art works and green spaces(Flanagan, 2008). Since

entering the mayoralposition Daley had demonstrated a public commitment to the arts and

Bryan, knew that a focus on the arts would be something that he could convince his well-heeled

network to support. Daley and Bryan formed a public-private partnership (P3) to divide the

responsibility and expenses between the city and corporate interests. The City of Chicago

committed $270 million to the project and the team was able to generate $240 million from

private sources (Flanagan, 2008).

Frank Gehry was commissioned to design the music pavilion andin 1998, Bryanculled

together arts professionals and administrator to formtheMillennium Park Selection Committee.

Despite many attempts, the Selection Committee could not come to agreement on the kinds of

public art they would commission, so Bryan turned to theCurator of Modern Art at the Art
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Institute to assemble a list of world-renown artists.Ultimately, Bryan asked Jeff Koons and

Anish Kapoor,two internationally-acclaimed artists, to submit public art proposals.Theclosed

competition resultedin thecommissionof Kapoor€siconicpiece,Cloud Gate,commonly

referred to as •The Bean€ for$23 million(Flanagan, 2008). The other emblematic public

artwork, Jaume Plensa€sCrown Fountain, was privately commissioned by the Lester Crown

family, at a cost of $17 million (Flanagan, 2008).Crown Fountainwas not selected with any

input from Park officials, community members or the Selection Committee, rather it was the

Crown family whorantheir own competition. The family waspersonallyinvolved in all aspects

of theproject from design and installation toengineering and construction. With its ominous

monlithic stature, glaring LED lights, andcaricature-like faces that spouts water, the plans for

the piece was originally met with harshpublic criticism. Opponents felt that it might turn the

Park into Times Square or Disneyfy the area. This sort of criticism would most likely have halted

the project had it been publicly-funded, but since the decision-making process and funding were

in thehands of private investors the project went aheadanyway. Today, both Cloud Gateand

Crown Fountaincontinue toreceive millions of onlookers each year and are adored by the

citizens of Chicago.

Millennium Park not onlychanged the way that Chicagoans felt about themselves, it also

gave the local economy a significant boost.Since opening in 2004, the economic impact that

Millennium Park has had on Chicago is staggering. An estimated 3 million people visit the park

each year and it is projected to generateup to $2.6 billion in revenue from visitor spending

between 2005 and 2015 (Flanagan, 2008). Sales at nearby restaurants, theatre, retail stores and

hotels are booming and the real estate market in the surrounding area is expected to continue to
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rise steeply, by $1.4 billion, through to2015 (Flanagan, 2008). While the park€s original Master

Plan was budgeted at $150 million, theoverall finalprice tagwas a staggering $475 million

(Flanagan, 2008). Despite cost overruns, the City of Chicago maintained itsoriginal budgeted

contributions and the remainder of costs were borne by the deep pockets of the private donors.

As a result, the budget for the park did not become a point of political controversy for public

citizens and tax payers. Had it not been created as a P3 project, the overspending would have

undoubtedly resulted in a massive scandal, which commonly occurs in publicly commissioned

public art programs.The fact that Millennium Park was set-up asP3 projectwas criticalfor its

success and is reshaping public artcommissioning and practices. As a resultof this partnership,

we are seeing an internationaltrend towards privately-funded public art projects.

The Millennium Park Effect helps explain the attractiveness of bringing iconic works

created byestablished artists and starchitects to cities across North America. A concern that is

often overlooked in discussions around a move towards a privatized funding model for public art

is the way in which the public at large is left out of the discussion and decision making process.

Public art that is instituted on a municipal level,like through thePercent forPublic Art

programs,oftenendeavours to involve the publicin some aspects of the decision-making

process. While the community engagement and consultation in municipally-driven public art

processes are not always successful, the switch to a privatized public art funding model leaves

the aestheticization of public spaces in the hands of private corporations and individuals. Another

concern that arisesfrom the privatized model was articulated by Gregory Knight, Chicago€s

Deputy Commissioner/Visuals at the City of Chicago€s Department of Cultural Affairs, who

suggests that since Millennium Park was built, he has found that it is becomingincreasingly
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ƒ‚ more difficult to introduce indigenous ideas and projects thatare •Chicago focused€ and to

avoid (the pressure of) taking on projects thathave been done in other cities„ (cited in Flanagan,

2008, p.147). Thelong-termimpacts of excludinglocalizedvoicesanda marked shift to focus

only on iconic piecesby internationally recognizable artistsare only beginning to be felt.

Calgary Context

Calgary is home to the second highest number of head offices in Canadaand hasbecome a

booming economic andbusiness hub(Calgary Economic Development, 2012). It is a new city,

trying hard to reinvent its self-image andgrowing at an unprecedentedrate.Calgary has not been

immune to lure of theBilbao andMillennium ParkEffect and is actively integrating iconic

structuresinto the cityscapein the hopes of becoming a creative city. The federal government

selected Calgary to be the 2012 Cultural Capital of Canada, solidifying the city€s commitment to

the arts and culture through a large financial investment andgiving the small city some national

creative clout. Sincereal estatedevelopment and capital investment is boomingin Calgary, the

city is witnessing amajorboost inpublic art commissions. While the City adheres to its own

Percent for Public Art fundingstrategy for its own capital projects,private developers arealso

taking advantage of theCity€s DowntownDensity Bonus System, which grants developers

additional density in exchange for integratingimprovements and amenities, such as public art,to

theurban environment.

Trends ininternationalurban planningcirclesthataim to create more livable and

sustainable cities are also beginning to infiltrate into Calgary. Since the 1950€s Calgary has been
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spreading outwards, designing its neighbourhoods and communitiesbasedon car-centric

suburban lifestyles.The long-terminfrastructure and maintenancecostsassociated with this

suburban expansion are only beginning to be felt andtheenvironmental sustainability of such

lifestyles is now being brought into question. One of the objectives set out in the2009 Calgary

Municipal Development Planis to strike a balance between the building of new greenfield

developments andthe intensification ofhigher-density development in established communities

through the introduction of townhomes, in-fills, condominiums and brownfield conversions.As

such, we are seeing an increase in new public art introduced intoareas of the downtown coreand

surround neighbourhoods,like East Calgary,that are being redevelopedand densified. Private

developers,like TORODE and the Calgary Municipal Land Corporationwho arehighlighted in

the followingCase Study, understand that the creation of livable and walkable spaces that are

aesthetically appealing make their real estate projects moredesirableto potential investors and

inner-city dwellers.

Similarly toChicago,Calgarynow boasts two of its own Jaume Plensa pieces. Unveiled in

March 2013,WonderlandandAlberta€s Dreamwereprivately-commissioned by Encana and

Cenovus for the plaza of theirnew 58-storey Bow tower. The public artwork was big news

across the country, with the Toronto Star suggesting that the work by the Spanish artist has

helpedCalgaryfinally ƒcome of age„ (Hume, 2013). Newly commissioned public artworks and

landmark buildings in the East Village are also helping to transform derelict parts of the urban

landscape into cultural hotspots.The Calgary Stampede even has a public art committee, which

helpsintegratepublic artinto the Stampede grounds, as well aspublic sites around downtown.

Rumors abound that anotherlocal developer has been in discussions with Anish Kapoor about
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commissioning a public artwork piece fortheir new office tower project. The competitive nature

of thenew constructionand real estate developmentin Calgary€sdowntown core is pushing

developers tovie for big named artists to create works for theirprojects.

While the city is currently witnessing substantial investments from theprivatesectorin

public art, the City of Calgary also understands the economic and cultural impacts that landmark

architecture and iconic works of public artbring. The Cityalsonow owns apedestrianbridge by

world-famousSpanish architect, sculptor and structural engineer SantiagoCalatrava. Despite the

fact that this publicly-funded project became a site of contention for tax payers, thenow-

celebratedbridge has become an icon for the city€s vision of the future.Over the years, the City

of Calgary hasacquired a substantial Public Art Collection and in1996, the City identified a

need to create asystemto manage thethousandsof visual assetsin its collection. In 2003, City

Council approved the decision to draft a PublicArt Policy (City of Calgary, 2014a) and in 2004

Council implemented the Public Art Policy ƒ‚to pursue the integration of public art in the

cultural fabric of Calgary, recognizing public art as a vital ingredient in Calgary€s on-going

development as a great, creative city„ (City of Calgary,2009,p.1).

The City of Calgary€sCorporate Public Art Policywasfoundedon international best

practices and included the Percent for Public Art strategy to provide funding for the

administration, acquisition and management of public art projects for capital projects that exceed

$1 million (City of Calgary, 2014). These funds, which are mainly restricted to the capital project

budget, are managed by the Business Unit responsible for the project. Each Business Unitworks

closely witha coordinator from the City€s Public Art Program, who isresponsible forthe

coordinating theadjudication and selection processof the public art component, as well as the
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management, communication, maintenanceand administrative detailing of all City fundedpublic

art projects.Unlike the private commissioning process, the structure of the City€s Percent for

Public Art strategy is restrictedto new capitalinvestment, thereby making it fairly inflexibleand

more susceptible to public criticism. Since the program is tied to capital projects,

neighbourhoods experiencing expansion of services and infrastructure are receiving a majority of

the city-funded public art projects, whereas older areas with lessdevelopmentreceive minimal

support, thus increasing the spatial inequality of the program€s distribution across the city.

Current international best practices dictate that investments in public art should be integrated into

the design process and construction of all new capital projects. Therefore the presence of public

art increases in times of economic boom, when building and construction is prevalent. The larger

the scope and projected budget of the project, the higher the price tag for the public art

components.

Similar to most other public art programs across North America, Calgary€s Public Art

Program is familiar with some of the controversies that emerge when public funds are spent on

art. In September2013, City of Calgary€s Department of Transportationunveiled a $471,000

public art project, entitledTravelling Light (City of Calgary, 2014b). Thesite-specific piecewas

installed on along a relatively non-descript highway overpass and was commissioned as part of

the 96 Avenue NE Extension and Interchange Upgrade Project (City of Calgary, 2014b).The 17

metre highcircular steelstructure, commonly referred to as •The Blue Ring,€was designed by

Germandesign group, inges idee, and fabricated by Calgary-based custom construction

company, Heavy Industries. As soon asTravelling Lightwas unveiled, it immediately sent

ripples acrossCalgaryand there wasmasspublic outcry about thepiece€soddlocation,
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exorbitant price tag,obtuse visual designand lack of community engagement and consultation.

Despite the fact that80 percent of thepublic artbudget went to local businesses to cover the steel

fabrication, electrical, engineering, project management and installers, the public was

disappointed that theselected commission went to an internationalartist, rather than alocal

artist.Considering that the piece was unveiled during a municipal election, the debate

surrounding the publicly-funded piece picked up steam in the media,eventually garnering it

national and international press.

As a resultof •The Blue Ring€debacle, a Notice of Motion(NM2013-34) was presentedby

Councilon December16, 2013,to reviewthe City€s Public Art Policy(City of Calgary, 2013).

In May 2014, City Council voted to adjust the one percent allocated for public art toa sliding

scale between one and 0.5 percent with a cap of $4 million per project (Markusoff & Wright,

2014). Council also recommended that the city be allowed to accept private donations for public

art projects, spend public art dollars on heritage restoration and adjust the definition of •art€to

include functional pieces, such as park benches (Thompson, 2014).The example of the

controversy surroundingTravelling Lightand resulting City Council decisionrepresents the

precariousness thatPublic Artprograms across North America are faced with today.Support for

publicly-fundedart projectsis decreasing, thereforereliance on privatized dollars for public art

projectswill continueincrease. As morepublic artworks arecommissioned through private

sources, well-established public artpracticesandprocesses, such as juries, selection committees

and community consultationare not necessarilybeingas rigorously applied and thenotion of the

•public€in public artis brought further into question.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

Introduction

To achievemy research objectives, I conducted eight semi-structured interviews, as well as

ongoinginformal interviewswith stakeholders and community members. My fieldwork included

the review of archival materials,policy andplanning documents, media accounts, press releases,

as well as, communication and marketing materials.Considering thatthis studyrevolves around

the exploration ofplace and, specifically,public art inlocated within a specific locale, I spent a

considerable amount of time in the field, as an observer residing in and walking about the area.

Integrating walking practices, sensory observation and visual methods into my research process

helped me to forge my path of inquiry. My in situexplorationswere instrumentalto thestructure

of my interviews andtheframing of my analysisof how public art is interconnected tourban

renewal and revitalization processesin East Calgary.

The following chapter introduces the methods I employed to conduct my interdisciplinary

research and highlights some of theoretical ideas associated with these practices. It also outlines

my data collection process, along with some of theopportunitiesand challenges of working with

these methods. The finalsectionintroduces the path I took to construct my Case Study.
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Extending Ethnography

Ethnography has been defined as a method or set of methods that ƒinvolves the

ethnographer participating, overtly or covertly, in people's daily lives for an extended period of

time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking questions…in fact, collecting

whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are the focus of the research„

(Hammersly & Atkinson, 1995, p.1).Emerging out of nineteencentury anthropology,

ethnography was traditionallythestudy of a culture or community conducted by Western

researchers who came from outside the cultures they were studying and saw themselves as

separate from their subjects. The rise of a social constructionism challenged the notion that

culture can be studied objectivelyby taking apurely scientific approach (Walsh, 2012).

Distinguished by its tendency to favour bricolage, blur boundaries and de-centreauthority,

postmodernismshookthe epistemologicaland ontological foundations of modernist ideas and

continues to ricochetacross the academic landscapes. With the advent of postmodernism, the

social sciences havebeen undergoinga •crisis of representation€ and questioningof modernist

•ways of knowing€which isresulting inmanyresearchers recognizing the implausibility of

collecting and reporting data from an unbiased perspective and reflecting on how they are

personally implicated in the research process. As such, there is a mounting interest in

contemporary ethnography to offer versions of reality that are ƒ‚as loyal as possible to the

context, negotiations and intersubjectivitiesthrough which the knowledge was produced„ (Pink,

2010, p.18). Interpretationand reflexivity have becomeparamountconcerns to ethnography and

how knowledge is created, reproduced and represented is frequently taken into account when

constructing cultural scripts.
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This study does not presume to be a pursuit of a singularobjectivereality or quantifiable

truth; ratherI have framed my inquiry asa reflexiveand interdisciplinaryinvestigation.One of

mostthefundamental aspects of ethnography is still theobservationof everyday situations in the

field. With that in mind,I have attempted to incorporate the visual,audial, spatial andtactile

experiences that I encountered while moving around and engaging in the fieldandto present

snapshots of my experiencesthroughmy observations. Without a doubt, combining multiple

methods andmoving across disciplinescan bea complex and messy undertaking, therefore I

adhere to the notion that ƒthere are multiple standards for understanding the world ‚and

therefore diversity and contradictions should be incorporated within research accounts„ (Spicer,

2012, p.485).

Place and Space in Ethnography

Notions of space and place have been intrinsically linked to ethnographic practices sinceits

emergencein the nineteenth century. In their book,Locating the Field: Space, Place and Context

in Anthropology, Coleman and Collins (2006) suggest that ƒspatial metaphors have formed a

good portion of the •grounds€ on which ethnographic descriptions and theoretical assumptions

have been based„ (p.5). Their argument issupportedby the prevalence ofthe sheer number of

space-related ethnographic terms that populate the discipline, such assite, landscape, field and

ground.Urban social research conductedin the first half of the twentieth-century by the Chicago

School solidified the notion that cultural practices and social structures are determined, in part,

by the physical environment (Hammersly & Atkinson, 2007). Ethnographic methods should
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therefore engage in a ƒ‚ theory of place and space that can engage with both the

phenomenology of place and the politics of space„ (Pink, 2009, p.23). Consideration of how

spaces and places contribute to the construction of culture can be valuable to the ethnographic

process and conducting research inthe field can help a researcher gain insight into how their

subject is entangled in the construction of that place.If place is central to our understanding of

how we exist in the world, than ethnographers should also be awareof how their presence in a

place and research methods are entangled in the construction of those places.

In the mid-1990€s, social scientists and geographers began to rethink how they approached

their understanding of and relationship to notions of space and place through what is now

referred to as the spatial turn (Massey, 2005; Soja, 1989; Warf & Arias, 2009). As a result of the

turn, space is no longer simply considered to be a fixed, physical, stable territory relegated to the

marginsof academia. Rather, the spatial turn suggests that space is an evolving, dynamicand

discursive practice that plays a central role in the construction of socialrealitiesand cultural

interactions(Warf & Arias, 2009). Discrepancies between the terms space and placearestill

widely contested today,with some theorists have abandoning the use of the word space

altogether when discussing social accounts. The terms are often used interchangeably, which

continues to cause inconsistency in many theoretical texts (Kirby, 2011).

DoreenMassey (2005) suggests that space is always under construction and places can be

understood to be the collections of stories and enunciations of the power relations thathappen

within a particular location. Places and•senses of place€are constructed as people invest locales

with emotional and symbolic significance and where stories, histories and experiences converge.

Casey (1996) proposes that the construction ofaplace is also a continuous process and series of
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events that unfold over time which are bound to people experiences. Massey (2012) suggests that

these emotional tiesto places do not emerge organically, rather ƒthey are the product of relations

and interactions, both within the place itself and more widely„ (p.xiii) . She suggests that•senses

of place€cannot beunderstoodwithout connections to andinfluences fromother places and are

rarely singular. In her book,The Lure of the Local: Senses of Place in a Multicentered Society,

Lucy Lippard (1997) suggests that a•sense of place€can be used as a technique to help those

who do not feel that they belong in a place feel that they do, even just for a moment. Establishing

a sense of place and a sensitivity to place can be beneficialbecause it can provideƒ‚ much-

needed connections to what we call •nature€ and, sometimes, to cultures not our own„ (Lippard,

1997, p.33).

Today, policy makers,plannersand developers are payingincreased attention to how they

can address thepredicament oftrying to createand sustain a•sense of place€(Fleming, 2007).

The synergisticrelationship between ethnography and place can be particularly relevant to the

study of public art, which is often born out of a desire to undertake site-specific placemaking

initiatives.Placemaking is a term used by urban planners that denotes a creativere-thinking of

our association with a place that has the potential totransform a physical environment from a

space of alienation to a place of meaningful connection.Public sculptures and monuments may

commemorate an event or time in history, portray future utopian visions of a place or aspire to

generate an aesthetic experience, intellectual exchange or emotional connection. Regardless of

the intention of a public artwork, I argue thattheintegration of public art into infrastructure and

urban development projects can be viewed as a deliberateattempt toconstruct a •sense of place€

through culturalplacemaking initiatives.
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Gaston Bachelard (1994) suggests that we cannot remain indifferent to a place, once it

becomeslived in, experienced and enters a person€s imagination.Over the course of my

research,my understanding of the physical spacesthat I was studyingshifted andmy emotional

connection to the place and the artworks themselves profoundly changed and deepened.As a

result of my embodied interactions, my attachment to the communities which I studied became

entangled in the placemaking processandhelped me toestablishmy own unique•sense of

place€. My interpretations of how the physical and culturalterrainwas reshaped throughthe

introduction ofpublic artin the places that I was studyingwas extended throughthe deepening

associationsI hadto the historical, political and economic landscape.

Attending to the Senses

Thedominance of vision over the other senses dates back to the Renaissance and

contemporary Westernsocietystill generally favours vision over the other thesenses (Rose,

2012). However, attending to how all the senses work together in tandem can provide a fuller

representation of a livingculture. There iscurrentlyagrowing numberof researchers who are

extendingethnography by paying attention to embodied, sensoryexperiences of the field (Pink,

2009).In Landscapes of the Mind, DouglasPorteous(1990)suggests that people come to

identify with a•sense of a place€through the experiential interplay between the senses and

questions the dominance of vision over other senses, such as smell and sound. Pink (2009)

proposes that the sensesshouldnot be understood inseparation from each otherandare

mediators of experience. Ethnographers can, therefore, gaininsight intoaplace and people€s
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experiencesby attending totheir senses(Howes, 2006). Taking a multisensory approach to space

ƒrecognizes the interwovennessof objects, texts, images and technologies in people€s everyday

lives and identities„ (Pink, 2001, p.6).Sensory practices inform our perception and

understanding and, therefore, must be accounted for in the design and practice of ethnography

(Pink,2011)and research of visual artifacts, such as public art, should be guided by the fact that

images and material objects are experienced in multisensory environments.

The field of sensory ethnographyis experiencing growing pains, with criticisms emerging

from both within and outside the field of anthropology. Some scholars are questioning why there

has been a sudden rise of interest in sensory ethnography, while other academics are skeptical of

whether sensory ethnography is even a newmethodat all. For example, Atkinson (2005)

suggests that the increased interest in sensorial experience is simply a reaction to the rise in

fragmentation between ethnographic methodologies. Pink (2009) suggests that sensory

ethnography simply builds on and rethinks late twentieth century approaches to ethnography.

Echoing her sentiment,Hurdley & Dicks (2011) suggestthat ƒethnographers have often paid

insufficient attention to the range of multimodal/multisensory resources at play insettings, so the

current reclaiming of the importance of non-linguistic phenomena is an important extension,

though not, admittedly,a departure„ (p.284).Sensory data was an important element of my data

collection process and while it sensory ethnographywas not my sole methodology, my decision

to attend to sensory experiencesin the field was a deliberate attemptto deepenand enrichmy

understanding ofhow public artoperates within the physical spaces and social terrain that Iwas

studying.
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The publicartworks that Ifocus onare primarily visually-based works.Similar to other

kinds of visual media, public art contains symbolic markers that can help viewers identify,

interpret and deconstruct a work of art by looking at it. As a researcher, I am able collect data by

visually observing the style, form, material composition and subject matter, thereby helping me

to attribute the artworks to a particular genre, artist, movement or time in history. That said,

public art is unique in that it is often site-specific and innately interconnected tothephysical and

social landscape in which it is located. Even if a work situatedin a locationit wasnot created

for, or fundamentally connectedto a place, its mere presence in the particular location effects

people€s experience and understanding of that place. To gain a fuller understandingof how a

work of public art functions in aplace and its influence on the social environment, I decided to

move beyond visual analysis to attend to the sensory experiences of being in those places. While

sensation is central to human perception (Casey, 1996; Merlau-Ponty, 2002), •sense data€ must

be laid over an existing body of knowledge. Perceiving variances in weather, ambient smells and

acoustic soundscapes helped me observe how these sensory experiences intersected with my

ongoing research over time.This sensorial layering of data assisted meto establish a personal

sense of place and gain a distinctive feel for the place itself. Over time, my embodied

experiences in the field became integral to my understanding of the cultural contexts of the

artworks and how they function within the landscapes that they are situated in.
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Research on Foot

I walk a lot…I walk to go places, but more often than not, Isimplywalk to explore, to

balance my thoughts, give myself the space to breathe andto experiencemy surroundings. As I

walk and move through space, the world unfolds before meand I am able to ƒweave places

together„(de Certeau, 1984). Solnit (2001) refers to walking as "‚ a mode of making the world

as well as being in it„ (p.29). New approaches to social research offers novel opportunities to

explore a subject and generate new knowledge. In 2010,Visual Studiesassembled a special issue

focused on how the practice of walking is being taken up as both a theoretical framework and

methodological practice across academic disciplines. The guest editors of the publication argued

that walking should be considered a ƒ‚ central means of both creating new embodied ways of

knowing and producing scholarly narrative„ (Pink et al., 2010, p.1).LeeandIngold (2006)

suggest that the incorporation of walking into field observation enables researchers to participate

in embodied interactions with both their subjects and the environment. The kinesthetic

experience of walking can open up a researcher to fuller sensory understanding of a place

through new sensorial experiences and unexpected encounters in the field.

Massey (2005) writes that ƒto travel between places isto move between collections of

trajectories and to reinsert yourself in the ones to which you relate„ (p.130). By being in a place

and moving aroundit, a researcher becomes part of the story and is able to begin topiece

together the storiesand cultural narrativesthat make up a place.Anotherstrength of

incorporating walking practices into social research can be understood through Margaret

Rodman€snotion of multi-locality. Rodman(2003)suggests that we should seek to ƒunderstand

the construction of place from multiple viewpoints„ and that ƒa single physical landscape can be
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multilocal in the sense that it shapes and expresses polysemic meanings ofplace for different

users„ (p.212). Being on the ground in a location is an important aspect of ethnography and

moving around a field of study can assist a researcherto frame their understanding of people and

places or how they are networked.

Ingold (2006) suggests that places are not fixed and stable locations, rather places are

created through movements along pathways. As people travel along these pathways, various

events and experiences unfold along the route, intersect and become knotted with other pathways

of experience. ƒPlaces, then, are like knots, and the thread from which they are tied are lines of

wayfaring„ (Ingold, 2011, p.33). He refers to this process of entanglement asƒmeshwork,„ a

term borrowedfrom Henri Lefebvre (1991), to describethe networked patterns of events and

experiences that coalesce to create places. Ingold€s concepts echo Michel deCerteau€s thoughts

on how the everyday practices of walking can create places, suggesting that the act knits places

together and ƒ‚pedestrian movements form one of these •real systems whose existence in fact

makes up the city€„ (1984, p.97).

Walking alone and observing how the landscapes change over time can help produce

deeper associations with a place. Lippard (1997) suggests that the meditative and kinesthetic

action of walking ƒ‚ offers an unparalleled way to open oneself to the •spirit of place€ and to its

subterranean history„ (p.17). Walking alone can offer a two-fold experience. On one hand, going

for a stroll can enable you to take in thesights, smells and soundsof yoursurroundings in a

detailed way, while on the other hand, it can also be an inward-turning and reflective activity.

Unplanned meandering and psychogeographical explorations can lead to serendipitous

encounters that can help researchers discover new sites, perform different ways of being in a
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place and forge new research paths. Situationist Guy Debord (1956) refers to the experimental

practice of wandering asdérive, or drifting, and suggests that playful unstructured journeys

through the urban landscape can provide opportunities for unexpected authentic experiences and

the development of subconscious connections to a place.

Walking with participants during ethnographic interviews can also introduce unique

opportunities to interact with research participants in new ways. Lee and Ingold (2008) point to

Clifford Geertz€s seminal 1973 ethnography of Balinese cockfighting to illustrate how moving in

the same direction as your participants can help break down walls between researcher and

subject. They note that it wasn€t until Geertz physically ran away from the police during an

illegal cockfightalongsidethe Balinese people, that he was able to gain their trust and

confidence.Lee andIngold (2006) suggest that rather than confronting participants face-to-face,

walking with participants andƒ‚ heading the same ways, sharing the same vistas, and perhaps

retreating from the same threats„enablesethnographersto open up new lines of communication

and opportunities for interaction.I conducted interviews in situ with three of the artists

responsible for creating public art in East Village.By conductinginterviewswhile walkingwith

a selection of my participantsaround the East Village site, I was able togain in-depth insight into

theiconography of the work, while also learning about how theart wasintrinsically connected to

thelocal environment. As I walked alongside the artists, they told me stories about the location

and we interacted with thepublic artin a tactile way. On-site interviews also gavemethe

opportunity towitness how the artistsinteractedwith other people and the environmental

elementsin the space, which also helpedto reveal hiddennarratives about the site and their

relationships to it.
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In addition to conducting interviews on foot,I alsowalkedextensivelyaround my field

study throughout the duration of theproject. In fact,it wason along and meanderingwalk to

establish my bearings in my new neighbourhood that I first encountered Oppenheim€sDevice to

Root Out Evil, whichultimatelylaunchedthis researchinquiry. Over the weeks and monthsthatI

spent living in East Calgary,I expanded my explorationson foot and began to piece together

how the fabric of the communities and how thedevelopmentprojects werelinked to the presence

of these artworks. As I habitually travelled down certain pathways, my understanding of the

topography deepened andeven seemingly insignificant places, whichAugé(1995) refers to as

ƒnon-places,„ began to take on new meanings. As I expandedmy explorations aroundthe

neighbourhoods andas I unearthednew social and cultural connections between the places that I

was studying and the artworks situated in them, the non-places eventually transformed into

places filled withmeaning.

Asking Questions and Having Conversations

Another important component of my research wasto askquestions and haveconversations.

I conducted eight semi-structured interviews with individuals directly involved in the creation,

management and/or commissioning of public art around Calgary. I compiled my list of potential

interviewees based on my reading and research into public art, targeting individuals connected to

artworks recently installed in the East Village and Ramsay areas. I divided prospective

interviewees into three categories: artists, developers and public art managers. Ichose not to

conductformal interviews with individual community members to ensure that I maintained a
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focused scope and avoidedthe inherent pitfalls of attempting todefine which communities to

draw from (economic versus geographical community, etc.). I connected with some of my

interviewees through personal contacts and reached out to others via email through their

professional organizations. Using this communicationstrategy, I was successful in recruiting

three artists, two developers and three public art managers for formal interviews (see Appendix

A for list). Six of the interviews took place in traditional office settings and two interviews were

conducted while walking around the artworks at the CMLC€s East Village development.

Each interview was between 45 and 90 minutes in length and was recorded on a digital

audio recorder. Considering that each individual played a different role in the public art realm, I

catered my interview questions for each interviewee. By asking the interviewees different sets of

questions, I was able to fill in gaps in my research. The questions were designed to encourage

each individual to share their personal perspectives on the publicart process and explore their

relationship to the specific public art projects they had worked on. I structuredmy questionsso

that all of myinterviews touched on how public art intersects with the following themes:

community and identity; economic and social relationships; place and location; policy, process

and procedure; and Calgary€s current cultural and economic climate. I guided the interviews so

that they touched on all of these themes, yet I endeavoured to remain as flexible as possible

during theinterviews to accommodate the natural flow of the narrative andthedirection that

each conversation took. Following each interview, I wrote field notes to further capture the

encounter. All of the interviews were transcribed and I worked with the texts to distill the central

ideas and tease out the key themes that had emerged. When transcribing the two on-site

interviews, I noted the ambient sounds and street level interactions that took place, where
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appropriate.The formal interviews that I conducted were instrumental in helping me frame my

Case Study and provided a base for my understanding of issues around public art and

gentrification, both in Calgary and beyond.

In addition to conducting formal interviews, I alsoconducted informal interviewsabout

public art with gallery-owners, privatedevelopers, neighboursand members of the arts

community. I participated in public workshops, such as the City of Calgary€sPublic Art 101, and

attended various speakers on public art, such as Calgary Economic Development€sSoul of the

City seriesand the independently produced,dTalks. I also attended community meetings hosted

by private developers in both Ramsay and East Village, where I had the chance to converse with

community members and real estate professionals.Throughout the duration of the project, I also

had ongoing informal discussions and conversations with other real estate developers and

commercial property managers about their views on public art and how it relates to their

company€sstrategic goals and business objectives.These ongoing casual conversations and

experiences afforded me the opportunity to continually gather data on an ongoing basis and seek

out diverse perspectives and opinions, which informed my research.

Resource Materials

A significantcomponent of my data collection process included the review of a wide

variety of resource materials. I delved into archival materialsand documentationthat highlighted

the histories of the areas that I was studying andsourcedaccounts of theregiononline andat the

Glenbow archive. In addition, Ialsobrought historical images, maps, planning documents with
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me on my walks to help meunderstandhow the use of land had been transformed and compare

how the topography of the area had beenaltered over time.

East Calgary is uniquely situated within the city at the convergence of the Bow and Elbow

Rivers and the area€s unique natural topography brings with it a remarkably rich, cultural history.

I did not limit my historical research toacademictexts, photographs and written accounts. Ialso

actively took into consideration the material and cultural artifacts in the area and used buildings,

houses, roads and environment features in the landscape as reference points and markers.

Observing the incredible diversity of built structures and natural forms helped me chronicle the

history of development in this area and how land has been utilized and rezoned over time. By

attending tothecompositional make-up of the area, I was able to better understand these works

of art, how they related to their locations and the conditions that brought them to their locales.

Many of the artworks that I studied were featured in media reports, websites and blogs.

Collecting and reviewing communication and marketing materials producedby the

commissioning organizations helped me togain insight intohow developers had framed these

artworks in relation to their location and real estate development plans. Referencing online

resources, press releases, social media streams, and newspaper articles proved to be a vital part

of my data collection process and provided insight into how these artworks had been framed by

developers andbeenpublicly received. I also read public art plans, policies, community plans

and program documents created bythe City of Calgary and private developers. These

documents, coupled with my interviews, enriched my understanding of how the public art

process is handled ona municipal level and how public art practices relate to commercial real

estate, community and cultural development and urban planning practices.
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Challengesand Opportunities

Takinganinterdisciplinaryethnographic approachhad its challenges,but also provided me

with some unique opportunities.Throughoutmy research process, I took photographs,traced my

walking pathon maps, createdsketches,recordedambient sounds andjotted downfield notes.

From the early stages, it wasimmediately apparent that I was collecting morerawdata than I

couldprocess. Even after Iaddressed my data management issues, I was stillfaced with the

challenge of how best to represent the different forms ofdata within the confines of a written

report.Analysis ofdifferent kinds ofdata can get quite complex and messy. Through my

researchpursuits I discovered howextremely difficult it can be to document and manage sensory

data. Not only was the management of so much data unwieldy, I learned that photos do not

always do an experience justice, written adjectives are not always sufficient in articulating

sensorial encounters and ambient audio recordings, when displacedfrom theirsource, can be

very difficult to attend to.

Traditionally, cultural researchers have favoured written text over visual and sensory

means of communication to conduct their research.While I decided to include a fewphotographs

within this report, it is mainly written text that I translated from a myriad of mediaandmaterials.

I tried to remaincognisant of theinevitableloss of data and information thatoccurs when visual

or sensoryexperiences are translated into text or verbally articulatedand, like any project,I had

to managethe difficult task of figuring out what to include and exclude from the report. To meet

this challenge,I regularlyreviewedmy ƒvisual research diary„ (Emmel & Clarke, 2011). This

collection ofdetailed informationprovided me with clues on how to respond to myhunches,

apply my theories andreflect on how my relationship to those places had shifted over time.
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Attending to the dynamic layers of data helpedme to interpretmy reflexive engagement withthe

subject and played a fundamental rolein assisting me todrawinterconnections between the

places that I was studying. The followingcase studyrepresents my interpretation of the current

landscape of East Calgary. As such, I not only tell the story of a physical landscape based on

specific geographical boundaries, but I attempt to construct evocative descriptions of the place

that provide glimpses into pieces of the hiddensociallandscapes that make up that place.

Positioning public art at the heart of my research affords me the opportunity to connect public art

practices to the cultural andsocialrealities facing this dynamic and changing area of the city and

helped to frame for my investigation.

Given theinherentrestrictions of conducting a one-year Master€s project, I narrowedthe

research of myscopeto a limited geographical region, focusing on newly commissioned public

artworks situated within that region. Concentrating on a specific localeprovidedmany

advantagesand my decision to focus my scope to the specificgeographical regionwhere I lived

proved to beextremelybeneficial because I was able to integrate mywalking practice anddata

collection activitiesinto my daily life , easily access local knowledge and conduct formal and

informal interviews, as needed. Conducting research on foot and attending to theembodied

experience ofbeingin the field can be challengingin certain climatesand theextreme cold

weatherI often experiencedwithin my geographical area proved to bean ongoingchallengeto

my walking practicesandeventhwartedsomeof my attempts to arrangeon-site, outdoor

interviews with my subjects.At the same time,working outdoors provided me with unique

insight into the environmental elements and physical landscape of the area.For example, over

time I became attuned to how shifts in weather revealed different patterns in the city. As the
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seasons changed, so did the smells in the air, the ways that I moved across pathways andthe

kinds of unexpectedencountersthat I hadin the field.

Constructing the Case Study

Lefebvre (1991) suggests that to understand the politics of a space, we must shift our focus

from the study of things in space to theproduction of those spaces. By investigating the social

relationships between the production of an object and the space that it occupies, we can begin to

disassemble the interests that contributed to the creation of those spaces. For example, an

analysisof a public artwork will tell us littleabout the space that the artworkis situated, unless

we investigate the process of how that workcame to be installedin that spaceand attempt to

understand the politics that contributed to the production of that space. By looking at the

historical, social, environmental and economic forces that shape our urban environment, we are

able to better understand howour contemporary socialspaces aretransformedand begin to

dissect the interests and motives behind the production of those spaces. The following

examination of thelandscape ofEast Calgary and recently installed privately-commissioned

public art endeavours to reveal thepowersthat are currently reshaping the physical and social

landscape of this changing area.

The followingCase Study is comprised ofthree distinct narratives.The first narrative,

Sensing East Calgary, weaves togethermy own corporealexperiences living inEast Calgary

togetherwith the broader cultural and geographical topography.It explores how gentrification

and revitalization processes arecurrently effecting this inner city neighbourhood, while taking
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into consideration how the historical and physical character of the landscape plays a part in a

larger economic and social restructuringprocess. The public artworks which are the focus of the

following two narratives are all situated withinurbandevelopment projectsin East Calgary and

my intention with the first narrative is to introduce the current physical, social and sensorial

terrainof East Calgary.The following two narratives,A Walk around Device to Root Out Evil

andA Walk through East Villageare constructed as solitary walks around public artworks

situated on privatedevelopment sites. Both narratives explore some of the factors that led to the

siting of these public artworksandrevealhow developers are using public art to brandurban

spacesand frame public perception of the place.By positioning these two narratives aswalks, I

reveal how these public art worksfunctionas placemaking markers thatnot onlyhelpedme to

establish a•sense of place,€but also servedas reminders of displacement, impermanence,

economic disparityand the inevitability of changethat result from gentrification.

Ingold (2006) suggests that places should not be interpreted as stationary locations, rather

that places are events and experiences that unfold along pathways.As we travel along these

pathways, various events and experiences unfold along the route, intersect and become knotted

with other pathways of experience.Dividing up my Case Study intothreenarrativesaffordsme

the opportunity to explore my terrain from along different pathways.While the three narratives

can be read separately, together they paint the landscape of my interpretation of the place. All

three narratives touch on issues of social and economic emplacement and displacement, cultural

consumption and production and the kinds of social transformationthat occur in urban

environments. The result is aloosely woven tapestry that illustratesmy understanding ofpublic

art andthe landscape of East Calgary at this particular juncture.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CASE STUDY

SensingEast Calgary

In the spring of 2013, my husband and Imoved to Ramsay, where werented the top floor

of a 1910 home that had been converted into three rental apartments. Ina city with less than a

onepercent rental vacancy rate, we felt lucky to get the place even though the rent was high and

there wereobviouslyglaring issues with the property. Our little housewas perched at the topof a

large sloping hill and looking east from the front picture window, I could see almost all of the

Ramsay and Inglewood neighbourhoods.I would often get up at dawn to lookout over the

expansive view.I have lived in 17 different homes in4 major citiesover the past 12years and on

those quiet mornings, as I looked over the sleepy homes that dotted the tree lined streets, I would

imagine that I, in fact, wasliv ing in a small town andthat Ihad known all oftheneighboursmy

entire life.

The expansive view to the east from my front window encompassed a few active industrial

facilities that surrounded Ramsay€s perimeter and thehazyatmospheric quality of the light at the

sunrise over the industrial towers that pumped out warm steam and the railcars in the distance

reminded me of a Turner painting. The view from my back porch was vastly different. Backing

onto an alleyway, my view outside was broken up and abstracted by electrical wires, telephone

poles and cables. From certain angles, I could see the top of the brightly-colouredstrip ofLED

lights atop the Arriva high-rise condominium building and the recently constructed 58-storey

Bow building. It wasasif my view to the east looked into the past, while my view to the west

lookedtowardsthe future.
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From the first day we moved into the apartment, it was immediately apparent that the

community was undergoing a transition when a brief introduction to our new neighbour quickly

turned into a warning about the dangers of living in Ramsay. We still had our moving boxes in

our arms as she told us a tale about a home invasion and robbery that she had experienced earlier

that year. She linked hertraumatic experience to the recent revitalization of nearby Victoria Park

and the demolition of many of the boarding houses andlow-renthotels in the East Village. It

seemedas though thenearbyurban regeneration projects were pushing marginalized people

further east, away from downtown and into Ramsay. Needless to say, heraccountof theviolent

homeinvasion scared us, which could very wellhave beenher intention. Shehad lived in her

housefor over 30 years and she made it clear to us that shesawusasanother pair of revolving

tenants, in a long series of many, occupying the rental property next door.

My sense of smellbecameoddlyheightenedas soon as I moved into the area. I was

immediately aware ofthe differentscents that wafted through theair. Unable to distinguishthe

smells originsat first, Ieventuallylearnedthat the sweet scents came from fermentationof yeast

from a factory directly eastof my house, towardsthehistoricInglewoodneighbourhood. The

sugarysmell in the airseemed fitting forInglewood,which wasoncenamedBrewery Flats

because it was the home of Calgary Brewing and Malting Company. Founded in1892, by A.E.

Cross, an infamous Calgarian rancher and one of thefouroriginal founders of the Calgary

Stampede, the brewery was one of the city€s very firstmajorindustries and operated in

Inglewood for over 100 years (Heritage Canada The National Trust, 2014). Thesweet

fermentationsmells harkened back to the historyof the area. I found the smell comforting and it

mademe feelthatI wassomehowa partof the subterraneanmemoryof the city.
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The otherprevailingsmell that I regularly experienced wasmuchmorealarming and

disconcerting. It had a suffocating biochemical qualityto it thatbecame increasingly pungent on

hot days. In due course, I came to understand that the jarring smells wereemanatingfrom the

Lilydale chicken processing plantsituatedin the eastern corner of Ramsay.Located directly

besideresidential housesand a school,thechickenplanthasreceivedregularcriticismsfrom the

community for yearsandthe companyhas even been taken to courtfor complaints over odour

control, noise infractions and inadequate storage of raw chicken waste(CTV Calgary, 2014). The

other off-putting smell came from inside the walls of our old house. It had a distinctly soursmell

that we were told mightbe caused from theinsulation, which could either bemade from

horsehair orbunched upold newspapers,bothcommonmaterials usedin local building practices

of the early 1900€s. I spent a lot of time at home that summer and after a while, Ilearnedthat I

could watchout the windowfor shifts in wind for changes inthe direction on my neighbour€s

flag to know whenI shouldadjust my windows to either draw in or shut out different aromas.

This activitymixed with thecacophony of scents regularlyreminded me that I was living in a

space ofcontention, between industry and community, old and new, pastandpresent.

Ramsay, alongwith Inglewood, was once calledEast Calgaryand is often referred to as the

ƒbirthplace of the city„ (City of Calgary, 1994). The area is sometimes lovingly referred to as

•Ramsay Island€ by some locals because of its relative geographical isolation. The community is

bordered by the Manchester industrialzoneto thesouthand the Canadian Pacific Railway(CPR)

linesdelineatesits northern and eastern boundaries. The west side of the community ends in a

huge escarpment, named ScotsmanHill that drops sharply down to the Elbow River and the

Calgary Stampedegrounds. While it is only a short distance downtown, anyone going in and out
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of Ramsay can attest to its geographical isolation.Whethercaused bycommercialactivitiesin

theindustrial areas, trains blocking main intersections ortraffic congestion caused by events on

the Stampede Grounds, the area canprove to be relatively inconvenient to access.This relative

isolation couldbe one reasonwhy Ramsayhaslagged behindadjacent communities, such as

Victoria Park and East Village,in undergoingthe process of urban renewal.This seclusioncould

also bean indicator of why real estate is significantly more affordable than the neighbouring

communities, such as Inglewood.On my walks through the area, I often felt very isolated, like I

was pinned in by the geographical and physical boundaries of the neighbourhood. This feeling

was especially strong when I wonderedoff the residential streets andinto industrial areas or

alongdesolate and overgrownpathways.

Many Ramsayites of have added their own creative embellishments to their properties,

such as hand-painted doors and colourful garage murals, and unique objects that fill their porches

and yards. There is a spattering of multi-unit residential complexes and the recent onslaught of

modern in-fills and new construction that have popped up overthe past few yearsare evidence

that the urban renewal and gentrification processes are underway. The ridge along Scotsman Hill

is rapidly being redeveloped, as the small bungalows are disappearing, transformed into modern

manors with walls of windows to take in the expansive view of the entire city and the Rocky

Mountains beyond. There are still surprisingly few businesses and public amenities in Ramsay

and many of the newer small businesses that have recentlyopened, such the old-timey ice cream

parlour and chic1950€s diner, play up the vintage vibe of area.
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In 1994, the City of Calgary created the Ramsay Area Redevelopment Plan, which

officially designated the neighbourhood an area of historical significance. Ramsay€s quaint

residential streets are comprised primarily of single-family dwellings that vary in style, shape

and size. Some of the original sandstone buildings and craftsman bungalows still exist, reflecting

the area€s history as Calgary€s original working class area. The neighbourhood looks like it has

been pieced together over the years by do-it yourself buildersand it still maintains the feel of a

small frontier parish, suitablynestled on the edge of the Stampede groundsand Fort Calgary. On

my long exploratory walks through the area, I wouldobserve the architectural make-up of the

houses and criss-crossed layout of the streets patterns. Many of the homes and buildings have

been lovingly restored, while others have fallen into various stages of disrepair. The additions

Figure2: Examples of creative embellishments on Ramsay homes.
Photos courtesy the author, 2014.
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and renovations on the homes tell the story of a space always under construction, the landscapes

and structures altered by different inhabitants over time.

The railway played a vital role in the settlement ofEast Calgary andfrom my east facing

window, I could see the colourful railcars as they gathered and shifted inCPRyard beyond the

factories. The sounds of the trains breaking as they coupled and uncoupled from each other often

sounded like nails scrapping across a chalkboard. When I first moved into the house, thenoise

from thetrains would shake me awake in the middle of the night. But in time, I was no longer

fazed by the industrial clamour and the sounds simply faded into the background. I slowly

learned that I could listen to the direction that the trains were traveling to help guide my path

through the neighbourhood. On days that I would leave the area, I would listen for trains passing

north of me, so that I could avoid getting stuck at the rail crossing. This practice proved to be

especially important on extremely cold days when I could find myself standing for upwards of

Figure3: Examples of old and newconstruction in Ramsay.
Photos courtesy the author, 2014.
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twenty minutes waiting for atrain to pass. Eventually, I got so used to the rail sounds that I had

to consciously remember to try to listen for them as I left the house.

To the west of Ramsay, below ScotsmanHill runs the Elbow River and immediately

beyond the riverlies the Stampedegrounds. The Elbow River flows northwardto meet the Bow

River and a small bridge that runs down 9th Avenue connects Fort Calgary to Inglewood. A little

further west of Fort Calgary, along the Bow River is an areaknownas the East Village.The area

where the two rivers converge wasonce a place of spiritual importanceandawintering ground

for the Blackfoot peopleuntil it wasestablished as a frontier outpostin 1875. Around that time,

rumorsbegan circulate that the CPR mightdirect its railroadthrough Calgary, rather than

Edmonton. These rumours attractedhordesof land speculatorshoping to cash inon increased

property valuesonce theCPRarrived. Real estate investorsbeganto buy up the landaround East

Calgary, presuming thatthe most logicallocationfor thetown site wouldto bewhere the two

rivers meet. Tothespeculators€chagrin,theCPR made a last minute decision to reroute the

railway intopresent daydowntown,avoiding Fort Calgary, Inglewood and East Village

completely. Section 15 in Township 14, now known as East Village,thenmorphedinto a

manufacturing zone. Through the early 1900€s, the district was primarily filled with commercial,

light industrial businesses and mixed residential. For years, workerswould commute on foot to

jobs in East Village at the Alaska Bedding Company, general stores or ironsmith shops from

their homes in Ramsay, Sunnyside and Inglewood.

East Village, wasone of the earliestareas to be bought andsoldmany times overduring

this real estate frenzy. This area iscurrentlyin the midst of another major real estate speculation

boom, but thatwas not always the case.For decades, the areafell into despairduring the Great
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Depression and in 1941, Calgary€s medical officerofficially declared theareato be a ƒSkid

Row„ (Fortney, 2013). Thatreputationstuckandfor many years, the 49-acre parcel of land

located directly east of downtown, has beenprimarily filled with deterioratingbuildings, run-

downhotel tavernsandderelictlots. Foryears, stories oframpant poverty,public drunkenness,

drugs, prostitution and violencethatemanated out of the area and into the media. In the1960€s,

the City of Calgaryissueda new Downtown Master Plan, which aimedat revitalizing the city by

bringing more cars into the downtown core.Suburban sprawl grew andthe Master Plangeared

towardsimproving the flow of car traffic to move people in and out of theurbancentre faster.

Historic areas of the city, like Inglewood, were at risk of beingcompletelydemolished to make

way for new roads, butlocal advocates foughtdiligently to safeguardtheir community.Other

areas,like the East Village,which didn€t have astrongand organized community base, did not

fareaswell.

As a result of theDowntownMaster Plan,the areas ofEau Claire, East Village and

Victoria Park were systematicallyrazedto make roomfor therestructuring(Fortney, 2013). I

could definitelysee the remnants ofthis Planin present day asI walkedaround these areas.

Many of the vacant lots in Eau Claire and Victoria Park have been replaced with high-rise

condominiums, office towers and storefronts whichhavesprung up during the city€s various

economic booms.Unlike Eau Claire and Victoria Park, the East Village experienced much

slower revitalizationand gentrification and the arearemainedsparsely populatedby second-hand

shops, hotels andbeer halls. Over the years, many ofthebuildings fell into disrepairandthe area

wasnotoriouslyavoided bymanyCalgarians, who deemed it to betoo downtrodden and

dangerousto venture to. In 1985, thedesignandconstruction of the new Calgary Municipal
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Building, with its ominous glass wall, figuratively and symbolically, cut-off theEast Village

from downtown. Many say thatthe Municipal Building signalled the moment whenCalgary

officially turned its back on the community, although others feel thatit hadhappened long

before.Despite news accounts that warned that thearea was on the brink of becoming a ghost

town (Kennedy, 1981; Ross,1984),theEast Villagehas always had a small community of

residents living inthe affordable hotel rooms, drop-in and emergency shelters, seniors homes and

low incomehigh-riseapartments. However, those communities,which werecomprised mostly of

transient, elderlyand economically challengedindividualsweremostlyoverlooked and cast into

the shadows.

For decades, Calgarystruggled toagree on how to proceed with development inthe East

Village. In 2007, after years of reported corruption and botched urban planning schemes, city

council formed the Calgary Municipal Land Corporation (CMLC).TheCMLC now operatesas

anincorporated subsidiary of the City of Calgary, whosemandate is toimplement and execute

themulti-million dollar urban revitalization plan and public infrastructure programthroughthe

Rivers District Revitalization Plan.Since 2007, the CMLC has investedapproximately $180

million into infrastructure projects, installing new utilities and creating new roads and pathways

(Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014). Many of the older buildings were torn down and

the hotels emptied to make way for development, displacing much of the community that lived

there.Funds forthe East Village€s infrastructure improvements are being channeled through a

unique funding system, called the Community Revitalization Levy,in which the City of Calgary

levies and collectspropertytaxes within the Rivers District boundaries and redirects those funds

to support infrastructure projects in East Village.EnCanaand Cenovus€recently completed Bow
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building is a key development within this area andits tax base is credited with helping to kick-

start the redevelopment in the East Village.

Branded as •City Life 2.0,€the 49-acre East Village neighbourhood promises toƒ‚ have

the bustle and variety of a Soho, the rich character of Montr†al€s Plateau neighbourhood, and the

mix of iconic new architecture and historical buildings that give Vancouver€s Gastown its edge„

(Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014).To date, ground has been broken on three East

Village condominiums and the area will be built up, mostly by developers from outside of

Calgary, in phases over the next ten years.From my first verywalk around East Village, itwas

immediatelyapparentthat thegentrificationprocesshad begun.Over the course ofmore thana

year,I returned regularly to watch theMaster Planasit wascarefullyunfolding. My walks led

medown newly landscaped pathways, around public artworksand into the sleek Sales and

Experience Centre.I passed by thetrendyand well-craftedbillboardsignsas theywere being

installedin front of newcondominiumconstruction sites andI stood in thedilapidatedlot that

will soon be the home of the $245 million Central Library project. I followedthe painstaking

restoration ofthefew existingolder brick buildingsandwatchedthe dismantling ofthe notorious

King Edward hotel to make roomthe newiconic National Music Centrebuilding.

Over theperiodof timethat I lived inEast Calgary, I grew to know thearea well.Simply

by being there, I became intimately attuned to the rhythms and subtle patterns thatmade upthat

place.I spent hours moving around the area on foot. I travelled from quaint residential streets to

desolate industrial complexes. I crossed railways lines, backtracked around dead ends and

ventured along river pathways that shifted from hauntingly empty overgrown paths to richly

manicured walkways teaming with people. I got caught up in conversations, construction zones
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and waiting for trains to pass. As myexperiences in the placecontinued to grow, so did my

ability to understandrelationships between seemingly incongruent things.Things that seemed at

odds at first, likeclustersof children playing soccer beside a chicken processing plant,an upside

down church in frontan industrial warehouseor abrightly coloured mosaic muralsetin the

middle of aconstruction siteeventuallycomprised thefabric of my understanding of the

complexities that make up thisplace.And as I continued toexpand my explorations through East

Calgary, I was able to weave together my experiences of the place, until eventually they began to

fusetogether, like a tapestrydepicting my own•sense of place.€
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A Walk around Device to RootOut Evil

My feet are throbbing. I look downat my boots and curse that I have, once again, chosen

fashion over comfort, especially since I knewthat I was going to spend the afternoon walking

through the streets of Ramsay. I take a seat on the cold,redconcrete retaining wall that

surrounds the perimeter of Dennis Oppenheim€s sculpture,Device to Root Out Evil. After a few

minutes,my silence isbroken by a couple laughing and flirting as they stroll up to the sculpture.

Theyoungman asks if I could take a photo of them togetherwith the church in the background.

As I fumble to try to figure outthe settings on hiscamera, they excitedly tell methat they just

moved into the area and live just down the street. I listen to their storyandcrouch down as low

as I can to frame the portrait. My kneestouch the ground and sink in the wet earth as I tryto

compose the perfectimagefor them. I want to ask them what they think aboutthe •upside down

church€ in theirbackyard and wonder what they will do with the photograph. I want to ask them

if I can take a picture ofthem on myphone, as a souvenir of ourmeeting, butthink better of it.

Theylook at each other and smile,thenturn andsmile at me. The shutter clicks and the moment

passes. They leave andthe silence returns.

My serendipitous encounter with the couple occurred on one of my initial exploratory

walks to theupsidedown church. I was stilltrying to piece together how and why this valuable

public artwork had ended up in a relativelynondescript industrial lot in East Calgary. The

sculpture looked as though it had been plunked down on the site by pure happenstance and the

reasons behind how and why it had been relocated to this particular site were still very much a

mystery to me. Despite its enigmatic locale, it was evident that the sculpture had become a public

marker and place of importance in the community. The artwork, by its mere presence, had
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transformed a seemingly unremarkable grassy knoll on the outskirts of an industrial complex into

a place that people wanted to be in…it hadevenbecome a place that people wanted to

memorializein a photograph.

Created in 1997for the Venice Biennale, Oppenheim€sDevice to Root Out Evildepicts an

invertedNew-England-stylechurch balancing dramatically on its steeple.The piece stands

approximately 22 feet high and is madeof galvanized steel, anodized perforated aluminum,

concreteand redVenetianglassthatis lit up at night.Oppenheim, a major internationally-

renowned figure in thefield of conceptual art, is best known for his ground-breaking work in

land art, video, sculpture and performance art in the 1960€s and1970€s. In the mid-1980€s,his

work took a marked shift as he began to create work that transformed everyday objects into

objects of curiosity. By the 1990€s, he moved towards the creation of large-scale permanent

pieces that fused architecture and sculpture. He is notorious for creating work that evokes a sense

of tension and discomfort in viewers (Thea& Oppenheim, 1997) and his public sculptures have

been described as both nervous and evasive (Denson, 2011). Teetering precariously on its spire,

Device to Root Out Evilis emblematic of Oppenheim€s prolific body of work. Through the

simple gesture ofturninga recognizable object upside down, Oppenheim hopes toradically alter

people€sinterpretations of anobjectand by inverting the church, he literally and symbolically

turns the foundations of Western society on its head(Thea& Oppenheim,1997).

Vancouver Biennale is a not-for-profit organization that produces bi-annual temporary

exhibitions of major artworks in public spaces around the city. Oppenheim€s large-scale

sculpture wasone of the twenty-four major pieces exhibitedin the 2005-2007Vancouver

International Sculpture Biennale (Christie€s Canada, 2007). In 2005, the Biennale had initiated a
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10-year agreement with the Vancouver Parks Board that enabled them to temporarily place

public art in various parks for predetermined time periods (Steil& Stalker, 2009). As part of this

agreement,Device to Root Out Evilwas scheduledto be displayed for eighteen months in

Harbour Green waterfront park, located in the heart of downtownVancouver€s posh Coal

Harbour. The sculpture was installed in a highly visible and stunning location in the park,

surrounded by high-priced condominiumsoverlooking the Burrard Inlet and Stanley Park, once a

place of spiritual importance for the Coast Salish First NationsPeople. In the late 1800€s, a

bustling lumber mill occupied present day Harbour Green Park, part of the logging trade that was

instrumental in the industrialization of the West Coast€s post-colonial period.Over the years, the

industrial areawasoccupied by artists, writers and low-wage earners.My father often tells me

stories of how he used to live in an old house on Pender Street that had been transformed into

hippy commune in the late 1960€s. Today, all physical traces of those histories have vanished…

replaced by manicured gardens, walking paths, trendy bistros and high-rise condominiums that

boast some of the most expensive real estate prices in North America.

In the middle of its tenure in Coal Harbour,Device to Root Out Evilwasauctioned off by

the Vancouver Biennale for $300,000 to aboutique legal firmcalled theBenefic Group

(Mickleburgh, 2008). TheChristie€sauctionwas part of a fundraising initiative hosted by the

Vancouver Biennale to secure private sales of some of themore favoured public artworks that

come to the city through the Biennale. Vancouver, like most major cities in North America,

prescribes to the Percent for Public Art policy and the Biennale€s auctions provide private

investors, corporations and developerswith opportunities to invest in non-commissioned works

of public artfor their new developments. Investment in public art can often be a strategic
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business investment andDevice to Root Out Evil, which originally sold for $300,000,has

increased in valueto approximately$3 million since Oppenheim€s recent passing. Beyond

providing opportunities for financial investments, the Vancouver Biennale program also helps

bestow public spaces around the city with world-class artworks in perpetuity. Works that were

temporarily installed many years ago through the Biennaleprogramcan still be found on public

and private land scattered around the city.

Considering that the work was purchased by a local investor, many people assumed that

the upside down church would stay in Coal Harbour or another Vancouver location indefinitely,

but to many people€s surprise, that was not its destiny. During its tenurein Coal Harbour, the

VancouverParks Boardfieldedcountless callsfrom concerned citizens that considered it tobe

ƒblasphemous„ andreceivedcomplaintsfrom nearby condo dwellers whoprotested that the work

obstructed their views. Despite arguments made by some Vancouverites in support ofthe work,

thepublic outcry and debate over the sculpture proved to be too much for the Parks Board, who

ultimately decided to remove the work in April 2008(Mickleburgh, 2008). Device to Root Out

Evil was no stranger to controversy andhadalsobeen previously rejected by public art

committees at both Stanford University,where Oppenheim received his MFA, and in New York

City, Oppenheim€s hometown, prior to its subsequent removal from Vancouver (Mickelburgh,

2008).

Unfortunately, Benefic could not secure another Vancouver venue for the sculpture and the

fate of the work was left unknown until September 5, 2008whena joint press release was issued

by the Glenbow Museum and TORODE Group of Companiesannouncingthemoveof the

notorious public artworkto Calgary. The relocation of the sculpture was made possible through a
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strategic partnership between the Glenbow and TORODE, who negotiated a five-year loanplus

renewal option,with Benefic. After being exhibited in Coal Harbour for two and half years, the

mammoth six metre tall structurewasunceremoniously disassembled and its elaborateglass

shingles temporarily removed fora trip across the Rockies on flatbed trucks (Lederman, 2008).

The press release proclaimed that the sculpture was destined to be resurrectedin the Calgary

neighbourhood of Ramsay,a community proudly referredto as a ƒ‚ the creative soul of the city,

a place where artists live, create and sell their work„ (Glenbow & TORODE, 2008).

What could be viewed as Vancouver, Stanford or New York€s loss was publicly

proclaimed to be a ƒbig win„ (CBC, 2008) and ƒa coup„ for Calgary(Tousley, 2008b). The

announcement of the controversial sculpture€s relocation to Calgary was met with enormous

local fan-fare and over 500 Calgarians turned out to the launch to speak with museum educators

about the work (Tousley, 2008a). Theannouncement of the public artwork€s move to Calgary

unleashed a media frenzy that pitted Calgary against Vancouver (Cramp, 2008) and the Calgary

media positioned the excitement surrounding the acquisition as a testament to the progressive

energy and dynamism of the city.Thedeveloperwho helped pen the deal, John Torode,

suggested thatunlike Vancouver,ƒCalgarians not only can handle critical conversation and

debate, but welcome it„ (Glenbow & TORODE, 2008) and the dialogue surrounding the work

suggestedthat the public exhibition of such provocative artwork could potentially secure

Calgary€s spot on the international stage (Tousley, 2008c) and elevate the city ƒ‚ to a

sophisticated, progressive city with a world-class cultural landscape„ (Glenbow & TORODE,

2008).When asked his thoughts on the sculpture€smove, Oppenheim remarked that he was

relieved that it had been savedfrom an unknown demise. While he admitted that thenew
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locationwas not aspicturesqueasVancouver, he felt that Calgary had lots ofenergy and

financial potentialwhich, as he said, is sometimes all that art needs to succeed (Lederman,

2008).Jeff Spalding, former president and CEO of the Glenbow and the individual responsible

for negotiating the loan of the sculpture received praise from museum colleagues, dealers and

artists from across Canada (Tousley, 2008b) andtriumphantlydeclaredthathe ƒ‚ couldn€t have

scripted this any better„ (Cramp, 2008).

Unlike some other major cities, like Vancouverand Toronto, the City of Calgary doesnot

oblige private developers to incorporate public art into all new capital projects. While Calgary

developers can apply to get some financial rewards for adding a public art component to their

development, through programs like the Bonus Density Program,it is up to the developers€

discretion.Torode personally believes that the relatively minor personal financial output it takes

to commission public artworks pays major dividends by increasing the public profile and

desirability of his projects.Uponreturning from a trip to Barcelona, he was so inspired by the

way that art and architecture blended with street life that he began to think about howthe

incorporation of visual arts couldaddsocial as well as economic benefitsto his projects.He first

capitalized onthepotentialvalue of integrating art into his development projects when he

converted an outdated Best Western Hotel from a lack-lustre franchise to aflourishingboutique

hotel, Hotel Arts.

To transformhis shabby hotel into amoredesirable destination,Torodeenlisted the

assistanceof Calgary-basedart specialists atTrépanierBaerand Newzonesgalleriesto assist him

in theselection and purchasing$200,000 worth of visual artfor the hotel.While Torodesought

help from theprofessionals, hechose notto organizea committee to choose his artwork. To him,
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the selection of art is very personal and while other people, such as the employees working at the

hotel, might have an opinion, he does not want themto weigh inon the selection of theartworks.

Torodealso personally commissioned local artist, Jeff deBoer, to create a public art piecefor the

outsideof his hotel. Thesculpture, entitledLight, the Universe and Everything, wascreated out

of steel and multi-coloured, programmableLED lights and stands 18 feet tall. It wasthe first

public artworkpersonally commissioned by a private developerin Victoria Park and continues to

light up the area at night. According toTorode, the conversionof his hotel into a contemporary

art-centric spaceƒworked like a damn„ (personal communication, January 21, 2014) and sales in

the hotel and restaurantincreasedalmost immediately.

The success heexperienced with Hotel ArtsinspiredTorodeto commissionand purchase

more public artworks. In 2008, hepurchased a24 foot high steel sculpture,Calgary Root,

createdby internationally-renowned artist, Steve Tobin, and installed itin front of his office

building project, 8 WEST.He also held a$1 million international invitational competitionfor a

majorpublic artworkto be situatedoutside of his Arrivacondominiumdevelopment. Renowned

Canadian artist,Micah Lexier was selected to create a piece, entitledHalf K. Although the

commission was halted byinvestorsprior to it being created,the artist€srenderingsof Half K

were staggeringly ambitiousand would have been awhimsical andiconic addition to the

Victoria Parklandscape.Between bringing in the Oppenheim pieceto Calgaryin 2008 and his

other public art commissions around that time,Torodehad begunto get areputationfor beinga

developeron a mission totransform and revitalize theneighbourhoods inEastCalgary. Hehas

often been referred to asbeing avisionary,anurban pioneer andeven a ƒreal Alberta maverick„

(Markusoff, 2010). Unlike other developers,Torodewas personally investing in public art and
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while he did access the City of Calgary€s Bonus Density Programon occasions, heopenly

admitted that he had no intention ofallowing the city or the publicto beinvolved in his process.

He is critical of the way that public art is handled in other cities and appreciates that Calgary

does not force developers to work with a prescribed public art system that mandates how the

selection, jury and competition processes are handledwithin the private domain.

Thelocationwhere theOppenheimpiece was moved was slated forTorode€sproposed$1

billion Ramsay Exchangeredevelopment project. Once known as Saddleview Industrial Park, the

new development promisedto ƒ‚ transf orm 21-acres of industrial lands in the heart of Ramsay

into a thriving mixed-used, pedestrian-friendly community„ (Glenbow & TORODE, 2008).The

large industrial zone lays claim to the historic Dominion Bridge steel foundry, an important

industrial site that serviced the burgeoning oil, coal and agriculture industries from the 1920€s

through to the 1980€s (Klaszus, 2008). Today, many of the historical structures remain and some

of the industrial building sites are occupied by tenants that could be considered part of the

creative class, such as design firms, artist studios, engineering outfits and fine art fabricators. A

large section of the lot is utilized by the Calgary Stampede, who maintain the large industrial

spaces and open lots for off-site storage oftheir equipment and supplies. Much of the area is

closed off to the general public, surrounded by chain link fences and signs warning against

access. The solitary retail space is locatedon the east side of the complex is Café Rosso, atrendy

coffee chainowned byTorode€s son. The coffee shop, the only publicly accessible spaceon the

site, has becomea hub of activity filled with local residents and employeesfrom nearby

businesses.
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The original conceptual plan for TORODE€s Ramsay Exchange mixed-use development

project was consistent with the Ramsay ARP that regarded the complex as having historical

significance, therefore its structureshouldbe restored, rehabilitated and maintained.While some

of thehistorical architectural character of the site, like the Dominion Bridge building,were

mandatedto be maintained and repurposed, other structures and derelict industrial areaswere

destinedto be rezonedand replaced byhigh-risecondominiums, a boutique hotel, retail and

commercial buildings and greenspaces. The brownfield development plan aimedat celebrating

the history of the area,suggesting that Ramsay Exchange would be ƒ‚ a place where historical

and contemporary meet; where ideas exchange and lifestyles fuse„ (New Urban Consulting,

2012).The ambitious mixed-use redevelopment proposal was intended to transform a derelict

part of the city into a thriving, high-density community complete with sustainable features, like

cycling and pedestrian paths,chicstores and green spaces (Klaszus, 2008). Thedevelopment€s

original vision was tointegrate public art ƒ‚ into the overall experience thus enhancing the

pedestrian and visual landscape of the development with contemporary and iconic artworks„

(Torode, 2008).

Despite all of Torode€s intentions for Ramsay Exchange, the Dominion Bridge

development was shelved in 2009. His land use and rezoning applications for the project were

stalled numerous times for a variety of reasons by the City€sPlanning Development &

Assessmentdivision, invariably delaying theproject. The ambitious development had created

some huge waves in the tight-knit community and many locals were worried about the massive

scale of the construction footprint, increased congestion, noise, safetyand lack of plans to

integrate affordable housing. In addition to the obstaclesTorodeexperienced getting community
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and City buy-in, the economic conditions of the 2008marketcrash hadalsoimpactedTORODE

Group of Companies. In July 2009,Torodelost control of his Victoria Park Arriva multi-tower

project and a downtown office tower, which was alsounder construction,went into receivership.

In August 2009,Torode sought court protection from personal bankruptcy after debts and

personal loan guarantees totalling $187 millionhadaccrued(Markusoff, 2010). In 2010, New

Urban Consulting Ltd., spearheaded byTorode€s former business associate,Daniel Van

Leeuwen,seized control of theRamsay Exchangeprojectin addition to numerous lots in

Victoria Park. New Urban is currently finalizing their new design plans for theRamsayproperty,

which has recently been rebranded as Dominion Bridge in Ramsay, and are pending approvals

for the Land Use Applicationfor theCity of Calgary (New Urban, 2014).

The five-year lease with Benefic eventually expired and New Urbandecidedagainst the

renewal of the loan agreement of Oppenheim€sDevice to Root Out Evil. The piece was quietly

removed from Ramsay one snowy Sundaymorningin January 2014. Rumours and speculation

quietly circulated and it seemed that no one, not even the new developers, seemed to know where

the piecehad mysteriously disappeared to.Some people I spoke with speculated that it had been

sent up North, othershinted that it was in storage and was waiting to be unveiled at another

location somewhere in Calgary. A few other people thought it had been shipped to a private

residence and others suggested that it had gone back to Vancouver.When I asked Benefic what

the plans where for Oppenheim€s piece, they said that they were still unsure, but reassured me

that when it was relocated that there would beanews release and media coverage of the story.

When it doesreappear, I have nodoubtthat it will incite peopleto stop, think, debate, and
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question its presence and, above all,constructopportunities fornewsexperiences for people who

encounter it.

I visitedthe site the day after the piece was removed. Wewere deep in the middle of winter

and the air was frozenand still. I took a deep breath in. Itwasthe kind of cold that hurt my lungs

and felt claustrophobic, like someonewas sitting onmy chest. The yellow caution tape

surrounding the exposed blackened earth, where the sculpture once rested, stoodout in stark

contrast to the snow covered ground. The electrical wires, once used to illuminate the structure,

sproutedup from the dirt like roots of tree just been pulled outof the soil. A few tools and metal

shardswerehaphazardlystrewn around. Red spray paint, which must have acted as directional

indicators for the removal,was dramatically splattered around the frozenwhite snow. I could still

see the footprints left by the disassemblers. I tried carefully to trace their steps andfollow their

paths, re-enacting their motionsand movements around the site.

As I walkedaround the empty site, I contemplated my presence in this place and how I had

oncetravelled the same route as the sculpture from Vancouver to Ramsay looking fornew

opportunitiesin Calgary. I wonderedwhere I and thesculpturewould end up next. I thought

back to the First Nations people who once inhabited this land and theweatheredfaces of the

Dominion Bridge steelworkers that I had seen in archives. Irememberedthe conceptual

drawings of the development plan for this area and tried to envisionhow it would look in the

future and how the newarchitecture andoccupants will shapethe landscape. I imagined thatit

would soon be like CoalHarbour, filledwith high-priced condos andcyclists passingthrough. I

thoughtabout impermanence and ephemerality and how even the most seemingly permanent and

enduring things are, like us, only temporary and always changing.
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A Walk through East Village

The sun is shining and a Chinookwind has rolled in andblanketed the city withawarm

breeze.Many of my walks through this area in the past few months have been on bone-chilling

cold days, soI am grateful that I canI takesomeextratime to get oriented and survey the

changes that have occurred since mylast visit to the East Village. The Bow River is still frozen

over insections, but the landscaped pathway I am standing on, aptly namedRiverWalk, is clear

of snow and ice. A few cyclists hurry by and clusters of walkersslowly meander along the path.

Over the past two years, I have been walking through the site regularly and witnessed substantial

changes inboththe physical and sociallandscapes of the area.

While the area around the public artworks and the East VillageSales and Experience

Centreare relatively quiet this afternoon,constructionis buzzing. Four hugecranestrace circular

pathsalongthe skyline and the air is filled with the sounds of large trucks backing up, foremen

barking orders and the hammering of production.Renovations have commenced on the historic

1912 SimmonsMattressBuilding, which will soonbetransformed into a boutique culinary hub

offering local designer coffee andfreshbaked goods. I think back tothe first and only time that I

had been inside the Simmons Buildingabout a year and a half ago for the Calgary Economic

Development€s inauguralSoul of the Cityspeaker series onthe value ofplacemaking.How

fitting that the next timethat I will have the opportunity to go inside it will be alively

gastronomic hubfor the neighbourhood.

East Village and the surrounding areas, like Fort Calgary and Inglewood, sit on the flood

plain at the confluence of the Bow and ElbowRivers andthe East Village Redevelopment Plan

notes thattheareahas experienced extreme flooding in the past(City of Calgary, 2005).
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Although a dike was constructed in the 1950€s to address the problem and the CMLC had taken

precautions to raise the ground level of the East Village, the areawaspracticallysubmerged

underwater as the result of a severecity-wide flood in June 2013. I walkedthrough the areaon

theheels of theflood. It was eerily quiet, almost post-apocalyptic, and the air smelled damp and

rank.On one post-flood walk, a coyote ran in front of me. It was the middle of the day and I

couldn€t help but feel that nature was struggling tofinally try to take the area back.The streets

were relatively dry, butplenty ofwater had still filtered in from belowthe ground, filling the

construction pits withthousands of gallons ofwater.

Despite setbacksfrom the flood, todayI noticed thatthereconstruction of the new

pedestrian bridge that will link East Village tothesoon-to-be-revitalizedSt.Patrick€sIsland is

coming alongwell. Construction of theEmbassy Bosa€sEvolutioncondominiums has also made

considerableprogress since the last time Iwas on site. Evolution andEast Village€sother condo

developmentsarealreadybeing snapped up bylocal and foreign investors looking to capitalize

on Calgary€s booming economy.Real estate pricesin the East Village startin the low

$300,000€s, but will go all the wayup to $4.6 million perunit (Calgary Municipal Land

Corporation, 2014). With the first tenants scheduled to move into the East Village in 2015,I can

hardly imagine theunbelievable change and transformationthatthis area will experienceover

the next few years.

Since 2007, the CMLC has spentapproximately $180 million on infrastructuresuch as

roads,underground utilities,sidewalks, public plazas, landscapingand lighting features

throughout East Village. One of ways that CMLC is encouraging peopleto visit theactive

construction site is byinvesting inpermanent and temporarypublic artworksin areas that the
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infrastructureprojects arecomplete. The 2005AreaRedevelopment Plan and the 2009 East

Village Master Planbothposition arts and culture at the heart of theEast Villagecommunity.

The East Village€s temporary and permanentpublic artworks are situated nearthe Sales and

Experience Centre, which offers potential investors a sneak peek into the future of the area and

details on howto buy into the development.CEO of CMLC, Michael Brownsuggests thatpublic

art will becritical to the area€s successandwill help to guaranteestrong residential sales, by

making ƒ‚ the neighbourhood more inviting, more engaging and ultimately more liveable„

(Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014). Public art is being used as a strategy to activate

placemaking, whichthe CMLCsuggestsƒ‚ brings new energy to old neighbourhoods, creates

credibility and confidence, and inspires communities to build, grow, and believe„(Calgary

Municipal LandCorporation, 2014).

I take a seat on one of the recently installed benchesalongRiverwalk, beside the storage

shed andthe tworobo-bathrooms that are wrapped in thetemporarymuralscreated byLight &

Soul. A gentleman lays down in the sun on a bench beside me, possibly taking respite from a

long night spent outside in the cold. Heseemsexhausted and hisdishevelledattireandsunken

demeanorreveals a world thathas not been kind to him. After a few minutes of rest, two police

officers roll up on bicyclesand shakehim awake with bellowing voices. They address the man

with an air ofcommandand turn their back to me, standing authoritatively between me and the

man as they call in a combination of numbers on their walkie-talkies. I feel a little irritated that I

havenot beenimplicated in this exchange since I had, in fact,beenrestingon the bench longer,

but I supposethat mylooksnever seemto register as amuch of athreat to the police. I look up

and notice, for the first time,a number ofsecurity cameras attached to one of themural-covered
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storagesheds. In this moment,I am reminded that while this area feels like a public space, it is

mostcertainlycarefully managed and privately controlled.

I decide to give thementheir space and get upfrom the benchandstroll towardsRon

Moppett€spermanent public artwork which ispositionedbehind the Sales and Experience

Centre. Measuring 110 feet in length and 13 feet high, theenormous mosaicmural isthelargest

of its kind in the country. The piece, entitledTHESAMEWAYBETTER/READER, is setalong the

westwall of the CMLC€s newly constructed pedestrianwalkway, Riverfront Lane. The piece

consists of five of brightly colouredpanels. With its bold graphics and abstracted imagery, the

piece is emblematic of thewell-establishedCanadianartist€sstyle andprovides avivid burst of

colouramidst a sea of grey concrete. The CMLC has carefully landscaped Riverfront Lane

complete with lighting features, park benches and trees.I haveoften seen peopleresting on the

benches facing inwards towards the brightly coloured wall, seemingly oblivious to the bursts of

traffic, train and construction sounds that emanate from all around. With all the noise and dust

from the construction, I am amazed at how often thepublic artwork is used asa backdrop for

public programs and specialevents, such astheCMLC€sfree summertimeyogaclasses.

I hugmy backagainst the mosaicwall as a large construction truck ambles upRiverfront

Lanetowards Embassy Bosa€s Evolution project. Fromup close,I canfeel the individual shapes

of thedelicatecut glass, granite and marble that make up the façade, whichis comprisedof

956,321 uniquetiles (Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014). It tookMoppett

approximatelyone year to design, modeland digitizeTHESAMEWAYBETTER/READERfrom

his Calgary studio and an additional year fora team of artists atFranz Mayer of Munichto

assemble it.Heworkedwith the German studiowhich heregards to bethe best in the world at
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fabricating large-scale architectural mosaic and their colour paletteand tile selectionis

unparalleled.Moppettspentfew weeksin Munichworking with theGermanartists, selecting the

tiles andoverseeing theoverall composition.Once the projectwas complete, it was disassembled

into sections and shippedto Calgary, where it was installed overa five week periodby the

Germancraftsmen. Unlike many artists whoaretypically awarded such largepublic artprojects,

Moppettdoes not generally take onpublic artcommissions. Thatsaid, he has a prolific studio

practice and has with a wealth of experience exhibiting, as well as teaching and curating shows,

which undoubtedly helped him land the job. He admits that the public art process is daunting for

many artists, who are unfamiliar working with large budgets and tight timelines or in

collaboration with construction managers, fabricators,landscape architects,committeesand

insurance brokersinvolved inbringing public art into the public sphere.

THESAMEWAYBETTER/READERis fairly abstract, butMoppettwas cautious not to make

it completely esoteric or inaccessible for the public.Amidst the nonfigurative shapes and

Figure4: Ron Moppet€sTHESAMEWAYBETTER/READER.
Photos courtesy the author, 2014.
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colours, the artistintegrated representational images throughout. To date, the CMLC hasn€t yet

integrated any didactic information into the site, leaving much of the imagery open to

interpretation. To understand the symbolism of the components as the artist intended, visitors to

the site would have todrawfrom online resources or pick up a public art map from inside the

Sales and Experience Centre.A few weeks prior to this visit, I hadthe opportunity towalk

around the site with the artist. Together, wediscussed the iconography of the piece andchatted

abouthow he drew on the local natural and social history to tell a visual story about the history

of Calgary. Wespokeaboutthecreative, fabricationand commissioningprocesses.Having

moved to Calgaryin 1957, he was very familiar with the East Village and remembered coming

down to the area in his youth to visitsome ofthe second-hand shops.He told me that back then,

both the East Village and the city€s skyline were vastlydifferent and there werevery few public

art projectsin the cityto speak of.

Walking alongside the wall, I examineMoppett€spiece closely. I remembered from our

conversation that themost southern panelrepresentsanabstract depiction of the area as it used to

be withorganic dark oily paints,teepees, mountainsandglowing pink Chinook windscascading

over the prairie landscape. Thenextpanel pays homage to William Reader, City of Calgary€s

first Park superintendentandvisionarywho famouslyplanted palm trees in Central Memorial

Park.The third paneldepicts the immigration of European settlers and the agrarian lifestyle of

the past.Moppetthad told me that the image had come from a black and whitefabric swatch that

he had found and from up close, I am surprised to encountermanysmall bursts of silver, red and

blue thathave beenintegrated into the monochromatic design.Thefourth panel, which is meant

to represent the passage of time is unquestionably one of the more abstract panels and
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reminiscent ofMoppett€s paintings and assemblages.Thefinal panel includes a snow flake,

which isintendedto signify Calgary€s longwinters and importance of the1988Olympic Games

to the growth and development ofthe city. According to Moppett, the diamond on the fifth panel

denotes value andis meant to reflect a positive vision of thefuture of the city.

Integratedinto four out of the five panels areblack and white slicesthat illustratebridge

overpassesand abutments, street infrastructure, electrical poles and lighting features found in the

constructed landscape of the immediate surroundings. These pieces were created from

photographsthat Moppetttook of the site prior to the installation. The stark black and white

images stand out against the rest of the brilliantabstractscolours and shapes. They seem

somewhatmelancholy and devoid of life, yet theyareundeniablymy favoritepartof thepiece.

They seemto ground the work in everyday life, while paying homage totheliminal non-places

thatdominate mundaneurban settings like these. By integrating these photo-realistic imagesinto

the finishedmural, I feel as thoughthese panels tell the story ofspace before it became a place.I

feel like these panels capture a moment of time in the East Village, a freeze frame of aspace

devoid of life, a place I have come to know wellon my solitarywalks around this area.One of

the objectives of public art is to infuse a site with meaning and significance and byincorporating

theimages ofthe physicalinfrastructureinto his design, Moppettis drawing attention to how the

mundane and commonplace can be monumentalized and transformed into a place of meaning.

I stand back to take in theentiremural in itssurroundings.Thepieceruns along thetrain

lineandis set along a retaining wall barrier that separates Riverfront Lane from theLRT line that

cuts through the area. Whentrains pass, they seem toriseup along the top of the mural as it

makes its way upthe bridge overpassto cross the river. From this angle, I can alsosee The Bow
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tower, Calgary€s Drop-In Centre andJulian Opie€spermanentpublic artpiece,Promenade, to

the west.This isn€t thefirst time that I have seen Moppet andOpie€s work side-by-side in

Calgary.I couldn€t help but notice that thetwo artists also have smallscale pieces on permanent

display in the halls of the newly constructedAtlantic Avenue Art Block, just down the road in

historic Inglewood.Built in 2012by localart patrons, Jim and Susan Hill, the Atlantic building

is one of the newerhigh-endmixed commercial spaces in East Calgary. The buildingfeatures a

boutique grocerand retailers andthe offices oftrendy media and architecture firms, but the

building was primarily built to house the Esker Foundation gallery, which is amassive,

privately-funded, non-commercial gallery.

Both theMoppet andtheOpie piecesthat areexhibited in the Atlantic Avenue Art Block

are quite similar the twopermanent public artworksthe artists were commissioned tocreatefor

the East Village through theCMLC€sArt in the Public Realm Program. Both Promenadeand

THESAMEWAYBETTER/READERwere installed in 2012 andwerecommissioned througha

limited call for proposals, managedby a 7-member advisory committee comprised of CMLC

staff, theRiverWalkdesign team, City of Calgary Public Art Program officials and professional

art consultants fromTrepanierBaer Gallery, aCalgary-basedcommercial gallery.

The CMLC€s advisory committee selectedPromenadebecause they felt that the piece

ƒreinforced the identity of East Village,„ while being engaging, surprising and delightful

(Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014).Perched up on a grassy knoll beside the 5th

Avenue overpasslocatedon the westcorner of East Village,Opie€sPromenadeacts as a

gatewaymarkerinto the new development.Standing24 feet high,thevideo toweris made upof

four animatedLED panelsthatdepicttwentyvariations of people constantly encircling the tower
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at varying speeds and strides. Thefacelesscartoon-like figuresare set against a glowing canary

yellow background, making it highly visible from a distanceand into the night. Promenade

reminds me ofCanadian artist,Michael Snow€sWalking Womanseries andthe pieceserves as a

prime example of the British Pop Art icon€s stylewhosepaintings, animations and sculptures

often depict people walking against brightly coloured backgrounds.

I first encountered the piece while driving across the 5th Avenue flyoverout of downtown,

which I suspectis how many Calgariansarefirst introduced tothis piece.The overpass, with its

four lanes of one-way traffic and lack of sidewalks, is anything but pedestrian-friendly andat

first, I thought thepiecewas an ironic commentary on the prevailing car culture of Calgary.As I

learned more about the East Village, I began to realizethat thesubject matteris intended to

support the CMLC€s ambition to encourage foot traffic and pedestrian activity in and around

East Village andis anovert attempt to reverse the long-standingopinionthatthe east end of

downtownis a dangerous place to be avoided.Since I began exploringthe area on foot, Ihave

found thatas a single female, Ihave neverreally felt thatcomfortable walking around thearea.

Many of the areas are empty, devoid of people. However, the area aroundwherePromenadeis

situatedhas become a meetingplace for large groups of men that drift to and fromthe

neighbouring Drop-In Centre.
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Today, as I survey the scene unfolding aroundPromenadefrom across the street, I feel like

a tourist in my own town.I lean over the fence beside the LRT tracks tocompose aphotograph

from across the tracks. Through my viewfinder,I lock eyes with a man conducting a transaction.

Ashamed and embarrassed, I put down my camera and slinkaway. I think back to conversation

that I had a few weeks earlier with one ofthe men responsible for the maintenance of

Promenade. He told me about how whenever he is onsite changing the LED bulbs or conducting

technical evaluations of the piece, people always ask him if the piece has surveillance cameras

on it watchingover them. The media sculpture, which acts as a place marker andmeeting place,

Figure5: Julian Opie€s Promenade.
Photo courtesy the author, 2013.
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also makes many ofthe locals and users of the area extremely uneasy. Ialso feel uneasy about

my position as an outsider, trying to document the piece and the activity below it.

I loop back around to thepathway towardsrobo-bathrooms and storage sheds to take a

closer look atLight & Soul€smurals. The cops who I had seen questioning the man on the bench

pass by me andI notice that the man has now moved on. I spent quite a bit of time speaking

about thepolice presence and the power dynamics within the different groups that visitthe East

Village with Daniel Kirk and IvanOstapenko, two of the three artists responsible for creating

Field Manual: A compendium of local influence. They spentnine monthsworking as artists-in-

residencein theareaandcreateda majority oftheir temporary publicart project on-site, working

primarily out of anow-demolishedwarehouse space loaned to them by the CMLC. During their

time in East Village, theartistsdeveloped relationships with a variety of the area residents and

witnessed a range of diverse community interactions and intercultural exchanges, similar to the

onewitnessed on the bench and during other visits to thesite.

Figure6: Light & Soul€sField Manual: A compendium of local influence.
Photos courtesy the author, 2014.
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Field Manual: A compendium of local influenceis comprised of numerous piecesalong

RiverWalk. It took theartistsabout a month to install thevarious componentsand they often

worked late into the evening under the bridge abutments that hold up the busy overpasses in and

out of downtown. They said that thepathways under the bridge almost functioned like a cultural

intersection, aconstantcriss-crossing of people from diverseeconomic andsocietal

backgrounds. They meteveryone fromleisure walkers, runners, cyclists and families thattravel

alongRiverwalkto the residents, visitors and volunteersfrom the lively Calgary Drop-In and

Rehab Centre (DI) across the streetthat convene along the way. Thesequenceof unlikely

encounters and the bonds that the artists developed withlocal residents duringtheir residency

wasa complete surprise to the artists and greatly influenced the story and process of their work.

Completed in the summer of 2013,Field Manual:A compendium of local influenceis one

of themostrecent additions to the East Village€s curated public art portfolio. The CMLC

commissioned thethreelocal emerging artists to create a temporary public artwork comprised of

multiple mixed-media murals and sculptural pieces that are integrated onto existing

infrastructure along a section ofRiverWalknear theSalesand Experience Centre. The artists,

Daniel Kirk, Ivan Ostapenko and Kai Cabunoc-Boettchercame together to answer an open

request for proposals issued by the CMLC in 2012. Theprojectbudgetwas fixed at$75,000,

which is a relatively moderate budget fora public art commission, but since the three artists are

all still early in their careers and did not haveaconsiderableamount ofexperience managing

public artprojects of such a large scope and scale, theyfigured that their best chance of being

awarded the competition wasto pool their skills and experience and submit a proposal as a team.

The group submitted their proposal under the incorporated umbrella group,Light & Soul, afree-
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flowing artist collective. They were awarded the competitionin August2012and the workwas

completed in July 2013.

Over the nine months that it took to create the project, the young artists were consistently

reminded by the CMLC that their work alongRiverWalkwas not a permanent part of the

landscape in the East Village,but was only temporary. Temporary public artworks in East

Village are commissioned through of the CMLC€sArt in the Public Realm programand are

selected based on a adjudication process administered by a theCMLC€sArts Committee, which

includes professionals working in Calgary€s public and private arts and culture sector. From the

CMLC€s perspective, the benefits of commissioning rotating temporary public artworks include

not only smaller budgets and shorter timelines for delivery, but also the ability tochange up the

imagery in the space and promote new work through their marketing and communication

initiatives. In general, commissioning bodies can take a few more curatorial riskswith temporary

pieces than with permanent artworks,so the workcan tend tobe more controversial, edgy or

confrontational. The smaller budgets and lack of infrastructure development, also makethe

competitionsmore accessible to local and emerging artists.

The CMLC understands the howtemporaril y positioning artistsin the East Villagecan

develop higher cultural capital whichleads toeconomicbenefits. From 2010 to2012, the CMLC

partnered with Calgary Arts Development Authority to adapt an old building, known as the

Seafood Market, into 14 temporary artist studiosand rehearsal spaces.Although the building has

since been demolished and all of the artists have moved on, the Seafood Markethelped the

CMLC establish itsƒ‚ long -term plan to position arts and culture as an important element of

thenew East Village„ (Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014).
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Field Manual:A compendium of local influencereplaced Derek Besant€s piece, I am the

River, which wasinstalled for 24 months and represents the first in a series of rotating temporary

public art works commissioned for East Village. To create his commission, Besant interviewed

Calgariansasking themwhat the Bow River meant to them and then aimed at representing a

cross-sectionof experiences that his subjects had with the Bow River in his photographs

(Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, 2014). The result was the creation of a series of large-

scale, monochromatic and highly minimalist images depicting Calgarians photographed from

above floating in water. The piece ended up being somewhat controversial and proved to be

unsettlingfor some viewers.Many people thought that the dislocated figures looked eerily dead

and felt that the images played on fears thatmany people have of the Bow River as being a

dangerous and ominous force.

Installed in the exact same locations as Besant€s piece,Field Manual:A compendium of

local influencerepresents an obvious departure from the minimalist aesthetics of its predecessor.

Figure7: Derek Basant's I am the River.
Photos courtesy the author, 2013.
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The work is vibrantly coloured, visually complex and conceptually layered. It incorporates

various media from digital images and graphicappliquéto hand-painted designs and free-

standing molded sculptures. The varying styles and treatments incorporated into the pieces are

evidence of the different hands and minds that collaborated on the creation. Although strikingly

different fromI am River, Light & Soul€s work is also intrinsically tied to local geography and

although its visual layering and complexity might make it difficult to immediately read, the

work€s content also has subversive undertones. Its bright colours and intricate and densely

packed detailing tell various stories about the East Village€s past, present and future. Located

near the place where Calgary€s two rivers meet, the artists sought to represent how that place is

not only one of a natural convergence, but also the rich social, cultural and economic collision

over history.

While Kirk , Ostapenko and Cabunoc-Boettcherwere all locally-basedartists, they didn€t

haveextensiveexperience inthe East Villageprior to the commencement of the project.They

were well acquainted with the reputation thatthe area hadas a derelictneighbourhoodrife with

crime and poverty, but it wasn€t until they began working on locationthat they began to

understand the power dynamics of the space both now and through its history.Attemptingto tell

abalancedstory about the place, the artists spent a considerable amount of time researching the

history of the area and looking at the various influences, forces, people and events that are

shaping the landscape of present day East Village. They spoke with current residents in the

neighbouring apartments, many of whom are seniors, and individuals who both lived and worked

at the nearby Drop-in Centre. They also made connections to the East Village Community

Association and conducted research at the Glenbow archives, Calgary Library and Fort Calgary.
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It is no secret that historical documentation often has glaring omissions and can be selective

about whose story it tells. Eager to learn about the land€s indigenous history that they could not

find in print, they turned the Native Centre at the University of Calgary where they met with

Casey Eaglespeaker, who shared with them oral accounts of the Blackfoot people who used the

land where the two rivers converged as wintering ground for 10,000 to 15,000 years ground prior

to colonization.

As I walkedthrough the sitewith the artists, they told me about their collaborative creative

process and the challenges that they were faced with creating such an ambitious public art

project for a corporate client.Some of the mostinfluential encountersoccurredwhile they were

painting and installing their work over a one-month period in the summerof 2013. During this

time, people would stop and they would engage in conversations withpeople walkingby and

through these conversations, theygot to know some of the locals thatfrequentthat area. Their

attempts to arrange formalized meet-ups with residents of the Calgary Drop-in Centrewere

vaguely successful and they felt that the stories from residents that were told in front of the staff

in regards to the changes in the East Village were vastly different than the ones that emerged

organically through their on-street encounters. They befriended a resident named Dustywho

agreed to spend amorning with the artists walking around the East Village. He regaled them

with stories of hispastexperiencesin the area and about his old community of friends who used

to frequent the King EdwardHotel, the old blues hall, which was torn down to make way for the

newNational Music Centre.

What emerged from their research and consultation withthe community was a reframing of

a rich, multilayered story depicting a place that wovetogether the natural, social and economic
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histories of East Calgary. The illustrated images depict cultural icons that would be easily

recognizable to the everyday Calgarian,but intermingled amongst the bright celebratory images

are stories ofinequality, corruption, greed and displacementthatareencapsulated in the site€s

past, present and future.The artists felt beholden to the people who lived in East Village and

struggled to negotiate between thestoriesthat they wanted to tell…the stories of the people and

buildingsthathad been forgotten, erasedor deemed invisible…and the story that the

commissioning corporationexpected tohear.

As I circleback aroundthe pathwayto where I began my walk,I pass a group of

dishevelled men clustered beneath the underpass. I wonderif any of their storieshadbeen

encapsulatedalong these walls and if so, how they will feel once their stories are all washed

away.I think about where they will go once the areais redeveloped andhow they will handle

being further displaced whencondo dwellers begin to move in. I pass by a CMLC sign that reads

ƒHello, urban explorers.„It is an astutepiece of marketing that overtly draws onthe history as

the •birthplace of Calgary.€At the same time, I can€thelp but think about howthesign€s

messagereinforces the frontier myth that poses potential real estate investors as intrepid pioneers

staking their claim in the urban wilderness.It alsomakes methink about thehistory of theland

that I am standing onandhow these groundsonceserved asaseasonal gatheringplace for

nomadicBlackfootpeopleuntil the pioneers, explorers andreal estate speculators of the last

centurydisplaced them. I look over at the group ofmengathered together near the underpassand

think about how theirlifestyles, movements andpatterns will soon be disrupted. It seems as if

historyis in the process ofrepeating itself, once again, on theverysamesoil.
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Figure8: Hello Urban Explorers.
Photo courtesy the author, 2013.
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CHAPTER FIVE : CONCLUSION

Research Goals and Results

City planners and developers understand that the culture industry impacts economic growth

andcan help turn an ordinary city into a vibrant creative city. The artsare being usedto

manufacture distinctions, brand spaces, promote tourism, market real estate and attractattention

in competitive marketplaces.The incorporation of iconic public artworks and flagship

architectural structuresare proven to drive social and economic investment and facilitate

placemaking.Calgary is growing at an unprecedented rate and, as such, investment in public art

continues to rise and play an increasingly importantrole in the social, physical and economic

transformation of the urban environment.Rapid development, urban densification and

gentrification are creating new kinds of pressures for urban communities.As such, many

developers are using placemaking and public art practices to mask the divisiveness that

surrounds urban revitalization projects and improve public perception surrounding controversial

real estate projects.

One of thegoals of this research project was toexplore how space is bothphysically and

socially constructed through the use of public art andinvestigatehow art is being used to brand

urban development projects and frame public perception about a place.Public artprojects, like

those discussed intheprevious chapter, actively introducenewnarratives into communitiesand

serve as an ideal base from which toexplore how the artsare implicated in thegentrification

process. In order to exposesome ofthe hidden power dynamicsthat areat workin community

undergoing transition, discussionsaroundgentrification should extend beyond real estate to
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include the economic, physical, social and culturalchanges taking place within a locale.Both the

TORODE and CMLC developmentsin East Calgaryserve as prime examples ofprojects that are

adoptingand integrating public art intoprivatedevelopmentsprior to the commencement of

construction. The two ambitiouspublic artprojects are set in communities currently undergoing

gentrification and this research project reveals how public art practices areintrinsically linked to

this dynamic and complex transition process.In bothsituations, public artwassituated on

development sites tostimulate interestin the project, attract visitors andpromote the desirability

of the future community to potential buyers.

While public art is beingenthusiasticallyincorporatedinto cityscapes andnewreal estate

projectsaround the world, Kwon (2002a) points out that much of thediscourse surrounding

public artcelebrates artistic practices, yetneglects to addressthe politics that areconnectedto

public art practices. Smith (1996) and Miles (1997) suggest that it isvital for researchers to

continue toexplorehow the arts are being implicated in urban change and gentrification

processes.Positioning public artat the heart of this research projecthasenabled me toexplore

thesocial and economicrealitiesfacingan area of the cityin the midst ofurbanchange. While

this research project concentrates on a localized anthropological study,my aim was toreflect

upon broad-based issues that link artistic practicesto the spatial politics connected toeconomic

emplacement and displacement, cultural production and consumption,and transformation that

occurs as aresultof urban development and revitalization projects.
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Methodological Intent

Monuments, such as public art,canhelp construct public memory and determine what is

remembered and how (Hubbard et al, 2003).Whether works of art arepublicly-funded or

privately-commissioned, the integration of public art intoa landscape changes the way that

people interact and experience a place.My search for a •sense of place€ played an important role

in my investigation and helped direct my methodological process.Considering that my study

explores how space is socially andphysically constructed through the introduction of public art, I

explored the role that place plays in ethnography andincorporatedideasfrom the spatial turn

into my in situ explorations. My research into public art was guided by the fact that images and

material objects are experienced in multisensory environments. Employing a mixed methods

ethnographic approach enabled me to consider how my personal andsensory experiences of the

terrain was linked tothecontemporarylandscapeand historyof area. It was alsoinstrumental in

helping me tointerpretthedifferentnarratives that made up the place and weave togetherthe

storiesthat I collected to tell my version of the story of East Calgary.

Walking around the sitesand attending to my sensesafforded me the opportunity to reflect

how the natural terrain was connected to thecultural andsocial landscape.My ongoing travels

through myfield of study enabled me to reflect on how my experience of thesounds, sights and

smellsof the sites shifted my understanding of the placeand altered my relationship to the place

overtime. These sensory experiences became bound to myreadings on gentrification,public art,

the creative city and the history of the area. Over the course of my researchand many site visits,

I alsobecame acutely aware of myconnection to thegentrificationprocessand began to question

my role as a researcher. This realizationmade itimperativefor meto include my personal
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reflections andself-reflexive experiences of my own evolving relationship to place. My attempts

to reconcile myuncomfortable position isreflectedin many of the open-ended and unresolved

questions that I raisein my three narratives.

As a researcher,I became entangled in the production of the spaces thatI was studying

andexplored how mypresencein thelandscapedeepened my connection to theplacesthat I was

studying. As I moved through the spaces, they made way to places and I was able to point to

relationships between seemingly dissimilar things.These experiences enabled me to reflect on

my relationship to issues surrounding social and economic displacement and emplacement,

cultural consumption and production patterns. It also helped me to reflectupon ideas around

impermanence and the inevitability of change, whichemerged asa prevailing theme in my three

narratives. The result of moving across disciplines and using a mixed methods approach was that

I was able toprovide a rich portrait of the landscape of East Calgary at this particular juncture,

while connecting it to mypersonaljourney toattempt toestablish a sense of place.

Moving Forward

In order to understand howpublic artcontributes to the production of social spaces, it is

essentialto investigate the process of how those works came to be installed and placed within a

community in order to begin to understand therelationships and influences that led to the

production of those spaces.This research projecthighlightedsome ofconsequencesof privatized

public artpractices, such asthe lack of public consultation, the privatized aestheticization of

public spaces, andthemove away from indigenous voices towards aubiquitous creative vision
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of a city.Similar toother creative cities around the world,Calgary is using public art by

internationally-recognized artists and flagship architecture to help the city reinvent itself based

on the image that it wants to portray. While there are some iconic projects that arecurrently

beingpublicly-fundedin Calgary, much of the prized internationally-renowned public art and

architectural projects arethe result ofprivatized investment. The long-term impacts of ashift

towards privatizationareonly beginning to be understood and remains animportantarea of

opportunity for further research.
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